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CONfERENCE SET UP

•	 ThE CONFERENCE wIll bEGIN wITh A 

dAIlY ARTIsTIC ImPREssION  

(musIC, ART, dANCE 15-30 mIN).

•	 AT ThE ENd OF EACh dAY ThERE wIll 

bE A PANEl dIsCussION wITh ThE GuEsT 

sPEAkERs OF ThE dAY.  bEm wIll INvITE 

ThE ONlINE AudIENCE TO jOIN IN ThE 

dIsCussION vIA skYPE.

•	 EACh PREsENTATION wIll OPEN wITh A 

vIdEO ANd A shORT INTROduCTION OF 

ThE GuEsT sPEAkER.

•	 ThE lENGTh OF EACh PREsENTATION 

wIll NOT bE lONGER ThAN ONE hOuR.

•	 EACh dAY wIll hAvE ITs OwN ThEmE. 

ThE PROGRAms wIll bE hEld IN ThREE 

dIFFERENT ROOms.

ThuRsdAY 10.10.13
The science, the history 

FRIdAY 10.11.13
The implications, 

the inventors

sATuRdAY 10.12.13
The future, the movement

“ a conference about 

your future!” 

 

www.GlObAlbEm.COm

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

 

GlobalbEm’s 2013 Conference program promises to be a one of a kind 
experience within the breakthrough Energy field. This year’s program won’t 
be just for scientists and experts, but for any person who is interested in 
innovation and improving life on our planet. There will be something for 
everyone, especially youth and students.

Our three day program will explain the past, present and future of 
breakthrough Energy (bE) technologies, the implications in all affected areas of 
life and the obstacles in the way of development and implementation.

10 - 12 october 2013
boulDer coloraDo unIverSIty 

globalbem breakthrough 
energy movement 
2013 conference



HEARTBEAT
ka-doem, ka-doem, ka-doem. ka-doem.

Pulse is alive!

Pulse lets you feel the heartbeat of the worldwide breakthrough Energy 

movement.

Background
Our planet is in peril. There is an urge to switch to non-destructive, 

breakthrough forms of energy as soon as possible. Pulse is part of the global 

movement that will make that happen.

What we are
Together with the annual global conference of the Global breakthrough 

Energy movement and its online presence Pulse is a focus point and 

platform that connects people, knowledge and means. 

What we do
Pulse is a frontier science publication. we are promoters of factual, 

measurable and tangible innovations in the field of ambient energies.  

we also keep in my mind that some aspects of these technologies are not 

measurable yet by our current scientific systems and practices.

Our focus areas
 1-  man and his energetic field (medical, health, communications)
 2-  unlocking non destructive forms of breakthrough energy with a 

broad range of technologies, including magnetism, lENR, sound 
frequencies, zero point, plasma, vortex and cavitation energies.  

 3-  social changes that will result from adapting these new technologies 
 4-  The history of breakthrough energy, highlighting old – and maybe 

partly or completely - lost technologies and promoting rediscovery 
and further promoting them

 5-  Feedback from readers and discussions amongst readers
 6-  matchmaking: taking care that the right experts are able to 

cooperate in the right common projects
 7-  To expose fraud, bogus claims and nonsense related to breakthrough 

energy
 8-  Providing interesting web links and social media references 
 9-  News
10-  Information by the global movement itself
11-  Artwork in the field of bE. Conveying principles.

Our team
Our editorial team consists of global experts in all areas of breakthrough 

energy.

Subscribe!
Please support our mission by subscribing.

Introductory offer: every subscriber will get two copies of each edition: one 

to keep and one to give to somebody who also is interested.

spread the word

ka-doem!

Fred Teunissen
Editor Pulse Magazine
fred@globalbemmagazine.com
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REDISCOvERING ANCIENT 
TECHNOLOGIES 

ENERGY TURNAROUND 
OR REvOLUTION?

Could it be that ancient civilizations 

on earth had a much more advanced 

technology to generate energy than 

we have nowadays? Imagine!

Research from michael Tellinger and 

others in southern Africa suggests 

that this is a very real possibility. 

They discovered countless stone 

structures, like Adams Calendar, that 

are much older than acknowledged by 

mainstream archeological science.

Tellinger takes us on a breathtaking 

journey to a time 200.000 years ago 

and towards knowledge we urgently 

need to rediscover. 

According to Prof dr. Claus Turtur of the Ostfalia hochschule für angewandte 

wissenschaften in Germany the fact that Zero Point Energy (ZPE) exists 

is beyond any controversy. Furthermore utilisability of ZPE has been 

scientifically proven in a number of cases, he states, Therefore it is possible 

that humankind will construct engines that successfully tap into this ZPE and 

will make a revolutionary switch to an inexhaustible 

form of energy that is completely friendly to the 

environment, available for everybody, at every time 

and everywhere. 

In his contribution mr Turtur gives us an overview 

of background ZPE-theory as well as a number of 

examples of succesfully tested ZPE-converters. 6

14
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DEfkALION DEvELOPS  

TABLETOP DEvICE

defkalion Green Technologies claims that it has 

succeeded – with its fifth generation technology 

– in developing a ‘stable and controlled’ process 

generating levels of heat output several times 

higher than equivalent energy input of electricity. 

The company now is developing a sixth 

generation tabletop device designed for 

household use.

AWAkENING TO 
BREAkTHROUGH 
TECHNOLOGIES 
sterling d. Allan looks back on more than 

ten years of involvement in the quest for 

breakthrough energy. “One thing that is 

becoming clear to me is that a higher power is 

involved both in the guiding 

of the development of these 

technologies as well as in 

orchestrating the timing of 

their emergence.”

6

41

“ dO wE hAvE ThE ENERGY 
TO ChANGE ThE wORld?”
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- PROf. DR. CLAUS W. TURTUR - 

ENERGY TURNAROUND OR 
REvOLUTION?
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A new type of energy comes into discussion, 

which has been nearly unknown so far. 

It is called the Zero-point energy of the 

quantum vacuum, the abbreviation is ZPE. Its 

most easy utilisable component is the ZPE-

spectrum of electromagnetic waves, which 

appears very similar to visible light, which also 

consists of electromagnetic waves. Thus, the 

electromagnetic ZPE-waves are at the same 

harmless as light. According to the rules of 

quantum-theory, oscillations same as waves can 

by principle never come to standstill. There is 

always some motion present, absolute rest is 

impossible. And the energy of these oscillations 

and waves can be tapped and utilised! 

If mankind succeeds to construct engines, which 

successfully tap this energy, this omnipresent 

and absolutely clean source of energy will be the 

superstar of energy politics, completely friendly 

to the environment, without any risk to health, 

inexhaustible, available everywhere at every time, 

and extremely low in price. This new type of 

energy only has advantages, no disadvantage at 

all. And now the clou: 

  The fact that this energy exists, is beyond any 

controversy. 

  Its utilisability is already proven in America and 

Australia by working ZPE-converters, some 

of them already with official certificates from 

organisation such as TÜv Rheinland and other 

accredited institutions. 

Thus it is clear that the utilisation of ZPE-energy 

is not a technical problem but a psychological 

and political problem – and this is the only 

difficulty for the breakthrough of ZPE-energy.

The knowledge about the existence of ZPE-

energy already goes back to the fathers of 

quantum theory, such as heisenberg, bohr and 

schrödinger. what they have proven for single 

oscillators, was assigned to electromagnetic 

waves by hat h. b. G. Casimir anno 1948; and 

this is the moment, when the name of ZPE-

energy was brought into public attention. For 49 

years, Casimir has not been taken serious, but 

been made ridiculous, until finally in 1997 steve 

lamoreaux from the American Yale university 

verified the Casimir-effect experimentally. 

Classical energy-carriers like uranium, mineral oil or natural gas, evince more and 

more disadvantages, mainly because of environmental pollution, but also due to 

the exhaustibility of their reserve on our earth, causing tremendously increasing 

prices. New alternatives are absolutely necessary. New types of energy-supply are 

coming in close future, such as for instance solar-cells and windmills. Or can we 

expect very large changes in the energy market? 

PulSe magazIne #1  -  Summer 2013
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Therefore he mounted two electrical neutral 

metallic plates in a distance of a few nanometers 

parallel to each other, and then he performed 

measurements of the force, with which the zero-

point waves of the quantum-vacuum move the 

plates towards each other. The force as being 

measured by lamoreaux, confirms the Casimir-

formula. In meantime, namely since about 2005, 

the Casimir-forces of the quantum vacuum, came 

to practical relevance in practical series line-

production in computer-industry. Furthermore, 

we know that at this time, the question about the 

utilisability of the zero-point energy was already 

clarified – we will see this soon in the further text. 

Composition of the universe 

we now want to discuss the question, whether 

the ZPE-energy can be exhausted by mankind 

or not – especially with view to the enormous 

amount of energy, which mankind consumes 

nowadays. In reality, the answer to this question, 

is one of the very large advantages of ZPE-

energy. 

The complete universe contains so much of this 

energy, that mankind can never exhaust it. The 

universe consists dominantly of ZPE-energy, so 

that mankind is far too small, to extract even a 

remarkable percentage of this energy from the 

universe. 

To understand the situation, we follow some 

measurements from astrophysics, according 

to which the universe consists of (according to 

Einstein’s mass-energy- equivalence E = m c2): 

  approx. 5 % visible matter, such as planets, 

stars, and the text on the paper which you are 

reading just now, 

  approx. 25–30 % elementary particles being 

undiscovered up to now (also a part of dark 

matter), 

  approx. 65–70 % the ZPE-energy wich is our 

topic here (also a part of dark matter) – see 

image 2. 

how much energy we ever will extract from 

the universe, mankind is far too small and 

the universe is far too large, that our energy-

consumption could ever be a remarkable 

 

Image 1: The zero-point waves (green) are everywhere 
in the space, they fulfil the complete universe. But the 
metallic plates as shown in the picture, exclude some of 
the ZPE-waves (blue). Due to the fact that each single 
wave exposes a pressure to the plates, the missing 
waves in the intermediate space between the plates, 
leads to a missing pressure even there, so that the 
ZPE-waves from outside have a higher pressure than 
the ZPE-waves from inside. The consequence is a force 
“F”, which moves the plates towards each other - an 
invisible force coming from the quantum vacuum, the 
namely Casimir-force.

 

Image 2: Composition of the universe:
Blue: matter visible for people
Red: undiscovered elementary particles
Green: ZPE-energy (according to E=mc2)
And the green part of the universe can be utilised as 
energy! 

 

Nikola Tesla and his 
legendary ZPE-car
I express my thanks to 
Family Jebens for the 
allowance to use this
picture
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percentage of the huge amount of energy 

being available in the universe. This energy is 

really inexhaustible, and it is flowing since the 

beginning of the world around everything and 

everywhere, without causing the slightest harm 

to anything. 

by the way, it should be mentioned, that 

ZPE-energy is not only confirmed in the 

wave-conception of microscopic physics, 

but also in the particle conception, namely 

by Richard Feynman, the father of quantum-

electrodynamics, for which he received his Nobel 

Prize. vacuum-energy is present in many aspects 

of physics, so we should care about the question 

of its practical utilisability. 

Practical utilisation 

Already since rather long-time, the practical 

utilisation of ZPE-energy is discussed and 

realised. The son of a contemporary witness told 

me, that already in 1930 the legendary Nikola 

Tesla (who was inventor of the electrical current 

generator, supplying our houses with electricity), 

drove a car with ZPE-energy. In his book “die 

urkraft aus dem universum“ (Author: Klaus 

Jebens, Jupiter-Verlag), several of his information 

is written for everybody. Nikola Tesla’s car is 

being lost in meantime. 

many inventors had been active since this 

time. dozens of working ZPE-motors are being 

reported. Too many names of potential inventors 

can be found in literature and in Internet, so that 

it is almost impossible to get an overview over 

the ZPE-community. The number of potential 

inventors is growing permanently. unfortunately 

most of them turn out to be charlatans. 

some of them are simply unreliable, but some of 

them especially want to confuse the community 

and the colleagues in science. This gives rise to 

a real problem for the serious ZPE-scientists, 

such as those who presented operable ZPE-

prototypes with official certificates. 

Scientific findings
As a scientist of fundamental physics, the 

author learned from the very beginning of 

his education, to be sceptic and to believe 

only things that can be measured. Thus he 

had to analyse this ZPE-energy with his own 

hands in laboratory. After seeing his own 

ZPE-converter in operation, he could believe 

the utilisability of this energy. Consequently 

an experiment had to be performed. The 

experimental work could be conducted as 

a guest-scientist at the Otto-von-Guericke 

university in magdeburg, Germany. At 

first, the author needed a solid theoretical 

fundament. As soon as this was developed, 

a setup according to the following figure 

“electrostatic rotor” was build up - see 

image 3. On top we can see a red metallic 

disc with the name “field source”, which is 

charged up electrically and thus produces 

an electrostatic field. similar as a plastic 

ruler can be rubbed and thus be electrically 

charged, and then attracts little pieces of 

paper (most of the readers probably know 

this from childhood), the red field source 

attracts the rotorblades drawn in blue colour. 

If the bearing of the rotor is mounted in 

appropriate way, the rotor can be prevented 

from being lifted and flying against the field-

source, and now we have the crucial point: 

The shape of the rotor is man- ufactured in 

such way, that it rotates permanently without 

removing any electrical charge from the field-

source. so the rotation is being continued 

end- lessly without consuming elec- trical 

power. As mentioned above, the author 

verified this in a cooperation with the  

uni- versity of magdeburg, and furthermore 

he published this in literature and internet.

“ uTIlIsATION OF ZPE ON 
A mAss sCAlE Is NOT 
A TEChNICAl, buT A 
PsYChOlOGICAl ANd  
A POlITICAl PROblEm”
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The documentary video “ThRIvE” by Foster 

Gamble (2011) gives interesting explanations 

about the background of this problem: 

www.thrivemovement.com/ the_movie 

The consequence is the conclusion: Although 

a large amount of unserious work disturbs the 

complete branch of ZPE-research, and although 

this disturbance promotes the sceptics (probably 

some of the disturbance is made by sceptics), 

and although these problems tremendously 

hampers the breakthrough of zero-point energy 

utilisation, we should not forget, that there are 

already ZPE- engines in work. Nevertheless, these 

engines can be bought up to now, mainly due the 

political and/or non-technical reasons. 

Examples of ZPE-converters 

Examples of officially confirmed the ZPE-

motors can for instance be found here: The 

functionablilty of the us-American terawatt- 

converter (Energy from Intermolecular 

Fluctuations, www. terawatt.com) is confirmed by 

certificates of the well-established organisations 

of TÜv-Rheinland and independently by 

underwriters laboratories Inc., with a power of 

few hundred watts. 

A further example is the Australian Lutec 

Electricity Amplifier (lEA electric producing 

device), which has a certificate from the world’s 

larges certification-organisation sGs (société 

Générale de surveillance sA). The “lutec-

converter” has worldwide numerous patents 

which are by now bought by the Asian Company 

Evergreen Enterprise International ltd. 

All these developments are known to very 

few people up to now, and surprisingly even 

most of those colleagues who call themselves 

“specialists” in the scientific community of energy 

research, do not know about this development. 

here, we face a lot of deficit in information and a 

lot of need for awareness-raising. And everybody 

can work for this awareness-raising, just by giving 

the information about the utilisability of the ZPE-

energy to as many many friends. All those, who 

want to have this clean energy, and who want to 

utilise it for free, can support the breakthrough of 

this energy just by telling their friends about this 

energy source. Informing friends – this is for free 

 

Part of the Hungarian Parliament in Budapest was 
made dry by Aquapol within two years under technical 
supervision

 

The “Vinothek” in the Stift Klosterneuburg in Austria was 
made dry with an Aquapol-System (mounted inside a 
wine-barrel at the ceiling)

 

Image 3: 
Electrostatic rotor in a vacuum-chamber, for the 
conversion of ZPE-energy into the energy of a 
mechanical rotation.
Responsible is a field-flux (red arrows) of the electrical 
field, which gives rise to the rotation as indicated by 
the green arrows. And this rotation does not consume 
electrical energy !
The attractive electrostatic forces, acting onto the rotor-
blades, are drawn with blue arrows. 
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same as the ZPE-energy itself. Thus, we herewith 

invite you to protect your environment by saving 

money – and telling your friends about the ZPE-

energy. 

Rather widespread is the Austrian Aquapol-

system for drying buildings, invented in 1985. 

It was reported in Austrian television (main 

channel „ORF“), in „modern times“, and in 

more than 60 international Tv-stations, even 

in documentations. For me, this system is a 

phenomenon, because although we do not 

understand the background theory, the system 

is working in more than 49.000 practical 

applications, two of them shown in the following 

pictures, the hungarian Parliament in budapest 

and the stift klosterneuburg in Austria: 

www.aquapol.at 

by this conversion of zero-point energy (energy 

Electro Mechanic Double Resonance

 In order to develop such vacuum-energy 

systems, the author elaborated the 

fundamental theory of ZPE-conversion, and he 

demonstrated this theory by a computation 

method, which is able for computer-simulations 

of all type of magnetic ZPE-converters. Of 

course it is desirable, to manufacture practical 

devices according to this theory; and as a 

preparation therefore, the author performed 

and published the computer-simulation of an 

exemplary ZPE-converter. It uses a permanent 

magnet rotating inside a coil (see image 4), 

where the magnet induces an electrical voltage 

into the coil. The coil is part of an electrical 

lC-resonance circuit, which itself accelerates 

the rotation of the magnet. The rotation of the 

magnet goes faster and faster, the induced 

voltage in the coil is being enhanced, giving 

more electrical field, causing an enhancement 

of the speed of rotation of the magnet, and so 

on … without the necessity to insert any further 

classical energy into the system. Obviously, this 

is only possible, if all system-parameters are 

adjusted appropriately. The size and the power 

of the engine can be chosen arbitrarily, as for 

instance we could build up an engine with the 

dimensions and the power-output of a normal 

standard electrical drilling engine – but without 

electrical power-input. 

The fact, that an electrical and the mechanical 

resonance have to be adjusted to each other 

very exactely, is the reason that the author 

decided to give a ZPE-converter the name of 

electro-mechanic double resonance converter 

(EmdR). An overview over his scientific 

publications is being “open-source” available 

at his Internet-page: www.ostfalia.de/cms/

de/pws/turtur/FundE, alternatively also www.

energiederzukunft.org 

“As the author of the fundamental theory 

of ZPE-conversion by magnetic principles, I 

would like very much to transcribe my theory 

into praxis, but unfortunately I do not have 

the necessary resources, no laboratory etc. 

to continue my scientific work. Thus my 

investigations are laying on ice now, and I 

hope very much, that one wonderful day I can 

continue my scientific work.” (C. W. T.) 

of the quantum- vacuum) into the energy of 

the mechanical rotation, the utilisability of 

ZPE-energy was proven the very first time on 

university level. 

The famous massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (mIT) reports in one of the leading 

scientific journals about small “… Light-Emitting 

Diodes Operating above Unity Efficiency” (PRl 

108, 097403, 2012). They still discuss about 

a thermodynamic background, i. e. about the 

question whether they have a zero-point energy-

converter or a zero-point entropy-converter. 

Nevertheless, I suppose that both types of clean 

energy supply for mankind would be acceptable 

in the same way: 

  inhabitat.com/mit- researchers-create-led-

light-that-exceeds-100-percent-efficiency 

  gizmodo.com/5890719/ scientists-create-

230+percent- efficient-led-bulbs 
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  Article at physorg.com: www.physorg.com/ 

news/2012-03-efficiency.html 

  Abstract by the American Physical Society 

(APS): prl.aps.org/abstract/ PRL/v108/i9/

e097403 

Nevertheless we should not forget, that the 

practical benefit of my experiment, as well 

as of the mIT-experiment, is only the benefit 

of fundamental scientific research. The mIT 

experiment has the converted power in the 

range of picowatts with a COP in reality of a 

bit more than 200 %; and my experiment has 

a converted power in the range of 150000 

picowatts, with a COP in reality of a bit more 

than 5000 %. both results let us know, that there 

is still a lot of scientific work to be done, so 

that finally the output power can be enhanced 

far enough, that technical power supply for 

mankind will be possible. If we keep in mind, that 

mankind nowadays uses a total power of about 

1500 Exajoule per year, it is immediately clear, 

that my electrostatic rotor is only the scientific 

verification, but the real engines for power-

supply still have to be developed. 

Technical application 

The required enhancement of the output-power 

is thus tremendous, that the electrostatic 

principle as described above, cannot be applied 

for powerful engines, because the energy-density 

of the electrostatic field, as being available in 

the laboratory, is too small. much larger than the 

energy-density of the realisable electrostatic field 

is the energy density of the practically realisable 

magnetic field. This can be seen and accepted 

very easy, if we compare the weak forces 

between the plastic ruler and the little pieces of 

paper, with the strong forces between magnet 

and a part of iron (such as for instance an iron 

screw). If we ever want to realise a practical 

energy-supply from vacuum-energy, any 

 

Articles online

 www.inhabitat.com/mit- researchers-create-led-light-
that-exceeds-100-percent-efficiency 

www.gizmodo.com/5890719/ scientists-create-
230+percent- efficient-led-bulbs 

www.physorg.com: www.physorg.com/ news/2012-03-
efficiency.html 

www.prl.aps.org/abstract/ PRL/v108/i9/e097403

 

Image 4: Principle setup of the electro-mechanic double 
resonance converter. 
In the graphic - 
Red: a coil; 
Blue: a capacitor. 
Both together form an LC-circuit.

“ ThE NumbER OF 
POTENTIAl INvENTORs Is 
GROwING PERmANENTlY”
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electrostatic principle is the wrong candidate, but 

an appropriate candidate is a magnetic principle. 

Future will teach us, whether mankind will solve 

our energy problems with slight changes such 

as windmills or solar-cells, which still require a 

lot of technology for energy storage, such as 

accumulators, together with all the problem of 

poisonous waste from the old accumulators – 

or whether a real energy-turnaround will allow 

mankind to tap the new source of ZPE-energy, 

which is available all around the clock, making 

any energy-storage completely unnecessary, and 

extremely low in price, because the user only has 

two buy the ZPE-engine itself and there are no 

follow-up costs and no material substances as 

energy carrier. 

Everybody who buys energy up to now, should 

know: ZPE-energy is 

  absolutely environment- friendly and without 

any health risks, 

  for free, 

  inexhaustible, 

  available for everybody, at every time and 

everywhere. 

“ mY mOTTO: „FREE ENERGY 
FOR All PEOPlE”

my motto: „Free Energy for all People!“ 

Everybody, who wants to utilise this favourable 

type of energy is invited cordially, to help for 

its breakthrough. All you have to do is to tell 

as many of your friends as possible about this 

energy. Please distribute this information. Free-

market economy allows the development of 

new products only if there is a request by many 

potential clients. And as soon as many many 

people know about ZPE-energy, there will be 

many potential clients, and the development of 

ZPE-motors will be made possible. 

See also:

-  http://de.scribd.com/doc/35649775/sGs-

Report-lutec-Australia-Free-Energy-device

-  http://freeenergynews.com/directory/

lutec1000/ 

-  http://peswiki.com/index.php/directory:lutec

-  http://visionblue.wordpress.com/2011/06/13/

die-energierevolution-aus-hong-kong/ 

about the author

Prof. Dr. clauS WIlhelm turtur
SCIENTIST, INvENTOR, WRITER, vISIONARY Of INExHAUSTIBLE ZPE

Prof. dr. Claus Turtur is author of books, inventor, and a leading theoretician and visionary in the 
field of breakthrough energy. He is based at Fachbereich Elektrotechnik, University of Applied 
Sciences Braunschweig-Wolfenbuettel, Germany. Prof. Turtur has published a theory about how 
to construct a zero point energy motor the size of a drill that could produce 1 kilowatt of power 
(enough for ten 100 Watt bulbs), see http://philica.com/display_article.php?article_id=219
Other scientific articles of Prof. Turtur include ‘Example of a simple Algorithm for the Construction 
of Zero-point Converters’ and “Vacuum Energy motorss, rotors and conversions to mechanical 
energy’.

Website: www.ostfalia.de/cms/de/pws/turtur
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I was asked to look at a website about Free 

Energy technologies called wITTs - (world 

Improvement Through The spirit ministries). 

On the website - www.witts.ws it boldly states 

“wITTs is an organization of world-Class 

Engineers/scientists/servants of God and 

humanity, actively offering solutions to the 

energy crisis”. In this short article, I will endeavour 

to examine those claims to some extent. One 

of the first things you notice is that the site is 

stacked full of references to the bible and god 

and jesus. (I leave you to decide how relevant 

this is to the free energy issue and also to 

research into the origins of the current bible and 

the scriptures that have been excluded from it.) 

The website seems to be rather light on 

information, but there are many suggestions 

to “donate” to their cause. On a page accessed 

by clicking the “donate” menu link, it is stated 

“Please pray about this and ask God what he 

would have you do to help. Then make the 

donation according to the amount God leads. 

God speaks to your heart.”  however, the “About” 

and  “video” pages are worth a look.

Thrapp is a very good speaker.

The organisation is headed up by sir Timothy 

Thrapp (wITTs spokesperson but it is not clear 

who gave Thrapp a knighthood.) and the 2007 

interview by james Robey on the “About” page 

is worth listening to. Thrapp, born and raised 

in Alaska, is clearly very knowledgeable and a 

good speaker. The first 5 minutes of the interview 

include a discussion of god, faith and religion 

but there is some confusion with these and 

spirituality. 

Thrapp mentions the very interesting story 

of kentucky 19th century inventor Nathan 

stubblefield – who had made various types of 

earth battery and other devices. According 

to Thrapp, stubblefield was able to heat his 

home using free energy techniques. Also, at 34 

minutes in the interview, Thrapp discusses their 

replication of an energy-based healing device 

with amazing results, but it is implied that this 

was not taken forward because of some kind of 

“interference” with their work. Near the end of 

the Robey interview, Thrapp states they have 

- anDreW JohnSon -

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
WIth free-energy WebSIteS 

cherry-PIckIng the DIgItal unIverSe 

WITTS Challenging Times… Awesome Solutions?

“Please pray about this and ask God what he would have you do to help. Then 

make the donation according to the amount God leads. God speaks to your heart.”

“ ThE wEbsITE sEEms TO 
bE RAThER lIGhT ON 
INFORmATION, buT ThERE 
ARE mANY suGGEsTIONs 
TO “dONATE” TO ThEIR 
CAusE. ”
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built some water fuel based vehicles – to power 

cars (one is shown the video page), but details 

are again not discussed.  Thrapp also mentions 

they have tried to market free-energy home 

heaters, but no further details are discussed –  

this seems to be a theme. 

An interesting array of devices is shown on 

their “videos” page, but the videos are not 

professionally produced and all seem to be 

demonstrations of prototype or “home built” 

devices. No instructions on how to build them 

are shown, nor is it stated anywhere if kits or 

products are available to buy.  One interesting 

example is a “self Running 40kw Fuel-less 

Generator”. It is difficult to be sure it is really 

doing what it claims, as the device is not taken 

apart. Also, in common with a number of these 

videos, the generator is switched on and off but 

it is not left running to power the premises in 

which it resides after the video ends…

Thrapp states in the interview that his 

organisation has been working on things for 27 

years and he has had up to 50 people working 

for him at one time, but they don’t offer any 

products on their website – they just ask for a 

consultancy donation/fee.

Overall, one is left with the feeling that they do 

have access to working devices, but they have 

either chosen not to develop them, or have 

been prevented from doing so, so they use the 

attraction of free energy devices to generate 

revenue for their organisation. It’s difficult to see 

how they have improved the world or how they 

will solve the energy crisis. Perhaps the dark 

forces at work are still too strong…

Andrew Johnson 

More about the author on page 44.
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LEADING DUTCH INSURANCE COMPANY 
GRANTS e 10.000 for Global  
BREAkTHROUGH ENERGY MOvEMENT

lAsT APRIl, mascha van der Graaff and her co-

workers at ING/Nationale Nederlanden voted 

massively for GlobalbEm as one of the beneficiaries 

of a €10.000 cheque to support the dutch 

GlobalbEm foundation.

Each year, the employees of Nationale Nederlanden 

can ask for a contribution for the numerous not-

for-profit organizations where they voluntarily 

dedicate their time. The project that gains most 

votes wins. mascha vigorously advocated the case 

of GlobalbEm…and was successful: she could donate 

the amount and received many heart-warming 

reactions. In mascha’s words: “I asked for the 

donation, because transition time to free energy 

has come. The impact of this new generation of free 

energy is comparable to the introduction of Internet: 

information is as free as energy should be.” As 

Nationale Nederlanden aims at creating the best solutions for its 5 million customers, its foundation wij 

& de maatschappij (we and our community) supports the involvement of all employees in ameliorating 

society.

The volunteers at the GlobalbEm office in Amsterdam proudly accepted the donation – enabling them 

to a.o. organize the 2013 conference in Colorado. (see page 18).  LR

SCIENTIfIC TEST YILDIZ’ ALL-MAGNET MOTOR 
POSTPONED 

ON juNE 15Th a scientific test of the Yildiz’ all-magnet motor 

near berlin, Germany, had to be postponed because the motor dit 

not operate properly after reassembling it upon arrival. For this 

occasion a special scientific test setup was build by the Chava 

Energy company. The motor to be examined was the same device 

that was demonstrated earlier on the Inventors Expo in Geneva, 

switzerland, from April 10-14. This demonstration stopped due to 

a mechanical failure after 4.5 hours of continuous running, causing 

a lot of controversy among believers and non believers. Never-

theless, according to sterling d. Allan, publisher of Pure Energy 

systems News, during the Geneva demonstration “many evidences 

were shown that it really is a working magnet motor.”

For practical reasons a new attempt to test the motor on a 

scientific basis will take place in Izmir, Turkey. so far no specific 

date has been given by mr Yildiz.  FT

More information: www.peswiki.com

www.chavaenergy.com

 

The Global BEM Europe volunteer-on-duty gladly 

accepts the cheque from the Nationale Nederlanden 

team at the head office at Herengracht in Amsterdam

 

Yildiz magnet motor as demonstrated 

on various occasions
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DEfkALION 
DEvELOPS TABLETOP HOUSEHOLD DEvICE

dEFkAlION GREEN Technologies (dGT) apparently has succeeded in developing a promising new 

technology they call heat Energy from Nuclei Reactions (hENI).

The process enrolls in a twilight zone ‘somewhere 

in between nucleair and chemical energy’, 

according to the management. Therefore ‘cold 

fusion’ or lENR (low Energy Nucleair Reactions) 

would not be an accurate name. 

science journalist and writer jeane manning 

recently visited defkalion’s laboratory in 

vancouver, Canada, and is outspoken positive 

over what is happening in there: “standing in 

the laboratory that dGT rents at the university 

of british Columbia and observing their core 

technology working smoothly on a nearby table, 

it felt like I was observing the bare beginnings of 

a new era.”

bottom line, according to manning, is the 

proven fact that a 45watt hyperion unit, tested 

in Greece, ran continuously for as much as six 

months on less than three grams of powdered 

nickel and two liters of hydrogen. 

Even more promising: the process is stable and 

controlled. manning: “The good-news claim is 

that dGT can control their multi-stage dynamic 

process. we observed their fifth-generation 

apparatus being ramped up in minutes instead 

of taking hours or days to reach levels of heat 

output several times higher than equivalent 

energy input of electricity. If we had watched 

it longer, we may have seen even higher levels 

of more output than input. Afterwards it was 

explained to me that the tested apparatus so 

far produces five kilowatts. The next prototype 

is expected to able to operate nine reactors 

working in parallel, creating a multireactor 

producing up to 45 kilowatts. The power of each 

reactor can be modulated to put out between 

one and five kilowatts by use of the control 

mechanism: electrical currents creating plasma. 

All that’s needed to stop the reactor from 

producing excess heat energy is to switch off 

those currents that create plasma. The hyperion 

doesn burn fuel; it creates a reaction involving 

atoms nuclei but not any nuclear reaction known 

by nuclear physicists.”  

defkalion next (sixth) generation apparatus, 

which manning didn’t see yet, is a pre-industrial 

version designed for household use. “It is 

analogous to the little personal computer,” 

explains manning, “which skipped past the huge 

expensive mainframe computers and reached  

the public.”  FT

Source: Beyond LENR (AKA ‘Cold Fusion’) to 

Useful Energy, Jeane Manning, 

Atlantic Rising nr 100, www.atlantisrising.com

“ IT APPEARs ThAT 
ThE wIsE usE 
OF POTENTIAllY 
lImITlEss ENERGY 
REquIREs A shIFT OF 
CONsCIOusNEss.” 
 
Moray King, The Energy Machine of  
T. Henry Moray, p. 163  

 

The Defkalion Hyperion
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NEvER BEfORE SUCH A WIDE vARIETY Of ExPERTS 

ON BREAkTHROUGH ENERGY IN ONE PLACE:

UNIvERSITY Of COLORADO
boulDer 10-11-12 october 2013

Getting updated on latest developments by the worlds leading experts in 

breakthrough energy technologies, examining and discussing working prototypes, 

learning about historic backgrounds and future social implications, exchanging 

views and experiences, making new connections, enjoying to be part of a growing 

worldwide community of energized change makers. That and more in a vibrant 

atmosphere will be yours when you participate in the second Global breakthrough 

Energy Conference in Boulder Colorado on 10, 11 and 12 October.

be sure not to miss it!

BREAkTHROUGH ENERGY MOvEMENT HOSTING 
CoNfErENCE 10th-12th oCtobEr, boUldEr, Co

The Global breakthrough Energy movement 

(bEm) is hosting a three day conference with 

30 notable scientists, industry insiders, and 

creative thinkers. The bEm program integrates 

the science, implications, and future directions 

for the implementation of Free Energy solutions.  

we have reserved three conference rooms for 

presentations, one room to showcase movies 

related to bE technology, and another room 

to display technology and provide information 

about other organization related to this work. 

Technologies to be discussed include zero point, 

magnetic, hydro, plasma, and cold fusion lENR. 

Panel discussions will allow participants to 

formulate strategies for the sharing of research, 

rolling out prototypes, and funding the large 

scale manufacturing of bE products.

The public is demanding for decentralization of 

resources such as energy, medicine, food, water, 

media, and education. Conscious objectors from 

countries like Greece and spain have launched 

public demonstrations in the millions who 

echo the sentiments of the global occupation 

movement. 

several speakers will be sharing resources for do-

it-yourself bE projects in an open source format. 

The message of the bEm conference is balanced 

to empower participants with knowledge.

For conference tickets and participation visit 

www.globalbem.com 

“ I suPPORT ThE bEm 
CONFERENCE ANd ITs 
ROsTER OF mANY OF mY 
hEROEs” 
 
 
Foster Gamble, energy 
activist and producer of 
‘Thrive’
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BOULDER COLORADO WELCOMES YOU

For more than half a century, Cu-boulder has 

been a leader in climate and energy research, 

interdisciplinary environmental studies programs 

and engaging in sustainability and “green” practices 

both on campus and in the larger world. 

we have reserved three beautiful buildings for this 

conference at the university of colorado. macky as 

the main auditorium and old main as the second. 

umc will serve as cinema and dinner place.

Cresting over the hill on highway 36 into boulder, 

it’s easy to see why this intriguing town has been 

dubbed “the city nestled between the mountains 

and reality.” At 5,430 feet above sea level, acres of 

vast open space roll into boulder’s quaint cityscape 

tucked into the foothills of the Rocky mountains.

Macky auditorium (theatre 1)

Thursday –   Technology (hydro, magnetic, zero 

point, lenr/cold fusion, plasma, 

vortex, cavitation)

Friday  –  Implications (consciousness, 

economy, environment, health, 

cultural social)

saturday  –  movement/Activism (media, politics, 

education/university/students, 

solutions, movement)

The old main chapel (theatre 2)

Thursday  –  history (historic overview of bE, 

standards/protocols/vetting, Tesla, 

sustainability, alternative ways of 

funding, to the market (top 5 closest 

to market)

Friday  –  sEG and electrogravitics, coils, 

vortex based mathematics, 

obstacles and opportunities

saturday  –  The future (art, 3d printing, local 

activism, crowd funding, futurist 

talk) videos and documentary Films 

Related to the bE Genre

UMC conference room 235 (cinema)

Friday  –  movies and documentaries  

(related to bE)

saturday  –  movies and documentaries  

(related to bE)
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PROGRAm CONFERENCE*              10, 11, 12 october 2013

DAY 1 - THURSDAY 10-10-2013     THE SCIENCE HISTORY-TOOLS

TImE mACkY AudITORIum Old mAIN ChAPEl

musical performance

bEFORE luNCh RUBY CARAT ULF DAHLSTROM

COld FusION NOw: mORE ThAN jusT 

ClEAN ENERGY

hIsTORY OF bREAkThROuGh ENERGY 

TEChNOlOGY

DAvID NIEBAUER STERLINg ALLAN

lENR:ThE PATh TO 

COmmERCIAlIZATION

bRINGING EXOTIC b.E. TEChNOlOGIEs TO 

mARkET

TOPIC: TOP 5 ClOsEsT TO mARkET

AFTER luNCh
MARk LECLAIR (on skype)/ 

MORAY B kINg
JOEL gARBON

CAvITATION, ZPE ANd lEClAIR 

EFFECT NuClEAR REACTIONs
sTANdARds PROTOCOls ANd vETTING

SPEAkER: TBA MARk PASSIO

TOPIC: mAGNETICs
sCARCITY TO AbuNdANCE: TEslA’s dREAm A 

REAlITY?

DAN WINTER/JASON MATOZZO MIkE UPSTONE

TOPIC: ZERO POINT ThE NEw ECONOmICs OF susTAINAblE ENERGY

SPEAkER: TBA

TOPIC: TbA

AFTER dINNER PANEl dIsCussION q&A PANEl dIsCussION q&A

DAY 2 - FRIDAY 11-10-2013    THE IMPLICATIONS THE INvENTORS

TImE mACkY AudITORIum Old mAIN ChAPEl

musical performance

bEFORE luNCh TOM vALONE RUSSEL ANDERSON

NIkOlA TEslA's hIGh vOlTAGE 

ENERGY mEdICINE

sEARl EFFECT GENERATOR ANd 

ElECTROGRAvITICs

CATHERINE AUSTIN FITTS MARk DANSIE

FuNdING b.E. CROwdFuNdING 

TRENds IN ThE FINANCIAl mARkET
TOPIC: TbA

AFTER luNCh DR DAvID MARTIN DANIEL NUNEZ&ERICA NUNEZ

TOPIC:  TbA ElECTROmAGNETIC COIls

* Reflects the status of the conference at the closing date of this magazine. 

Check for actual details: www.globalbem.com
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PROGRAm CONFERENCE*              10, 11, 12 october 2013

FERNANDO vOSSA RANDY POWELL

ENERGY, hEAlING TEChNOlOGY ANd 

COsmIC AwARENEss
vORTEX bAsEd mAThEmATICs

MICHAEL RIvERSONg ZERO FOSSIL FUEL (MARk BRASCHE)

ENvIRONmENTAl CAsE FOR b.E. 

TEChNOlOGIEs
TOPIC: TbA

STEvEN ROSS SPEAkER: TBA

ENERGY mEdICINE TOPIC: TbA

AFTER dINNER PANEl dIsCussION q&A PANEl dIsCussION q&A

DAY 3 - SATURDAY 12-10-2013   THE FUTURE FUTURE-TOOLS

TImE mACkY AudITORIum Old mAIN ChAPEl

musical performance

bEFORE luNCh JAMES MARTINEZ JAMIE JANOvER

ThE mEdIA ECOlOGICAl 

RAmIFICATIONs OF YOuR FuTuRE

ThE uNIFIEd FIld ThEORY OF NAssIm 

hARAmEIN

MICHAEL TELLINgER JAMIE JANOvER

TOPIC: POlITICs
ARTIsTs As A vEhIClE FOR ChANGE IN sCIENCE 

ANd TEChNOlOGY

SPEAkER: TBA

TOPIC: 3d PRINTING

AFTER luNCh gARRET MODDEL JOSH TOMS

lEARNING AbOuT NEw ENERGY ANd 

AN Old dEmON
GEOmETRIC CONNECTIONs

MITCHELL RABIN SPEAkER: TBA

RENEwAblE ENERGY & EThICAl 

ENTERPRIsE
TOPIC: CROwdFuNdING/lOCAl ACTIvIsm

FOSTER gAMBLE SPEAkER: TBA

whOlE sYsTEms sTRATEGIEs TO GET 

b.E. TEChNOlOGIEs OuT
TOPIC: FuTuRIsT TAlk

FOSTER gAMBLE

TOPIC: sOluTIONs

AFTER dINNER PANEl dIsCussION q&A OPEN

ACTuAl dETAIls:   www.GlObAlbEm.COm
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BOULDER CONFERENCE: PRICES AND TICkETINg. ONE DAY FOR $20 ONLY.

For full and actual information: see the conference webpage and ticketwebsite page.

Tickets and price schemes are geared to maximize flexibility and to enable everyone – especially students 

-  to pick an affordable option. You can chose between attending the full conference, including lodging & 

food.  but entrance fees, food and lodging are available separately if you wish. Attending one conference 

day for only $20 (excl. Registration fee) is a possibility for students if that suits you beter (no food 

inluded).

www.GlObAlbEm.COm/CONFERENCE/vENuE/

CoNfErENCE SpEakErS oCtobEr 2013

The conference will begin with a daily artistic impression (music, art, dance 15-30 min). At the end of 

each day there will be a panel discussion with the guest speakers of the day. bEm will invite the live 

online audience to join in the discussion via skype. Each presentation will open with a video and a short 

introduction of the guest speaker. The length of each presentation will not be longer than one hour.

Each day will have it’s own theme. The programs will be held in three different rooms.
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michael Tellinger
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Catherine Austin Fitts
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james martinez
mark dansie
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dr. brooks Agnew
david Niebauer
dr. david martin

Ruby Carat
moray b. king
mitchell Rabin
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joel Garbon
james horak
dr. Tom valone
mark brasche
jamie janover
steven Ross
daniel & Erica Nunez
mark Passio

michael Riversong
josh Toms
Randy Powell
mark l. leclair
mark brasche
Regina meredith
jason verbelli 
dan winter (by skype) & 
jason matozzo live, duo 

presentation



- SterlIng allan -

AWAkENING TO BREAkTHROUGH 

fREE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

I’ve been involved in this quest for exotic free energy technology for more  

than a decade now.

by “exotic free energy technology”, I refer to 

devices that harness the wheelwork of nature 

to extract energy in a new way that doesn’t 

correspond to principles of physics, as they are 

presently understood by mainstream science. 

These devices hold the promise of being clean, 

non-polluting, safe, reliable, and very affordable. 

They will empower the individual to become 

independent of the powers that be.

but what if these technologies came forward 

before society is sufficiently evolved spiritually? 

would they work to our collective progress or to 

our detriment?

when I first embarked on the quest, from my 

vantage point at that time (not knowing how 

long it takes to bring things to market, even of 

conventional technologies), I thought we might 

be one year away from some of these things 

arriving in the market. As I looked around at the 

various claims and companies pursuing these 

things, it just seemed like we were very close.

The next year, I thought the same thing. And the  

next, and the next. And I still think that. hopefully 

within a year, at least one of these modalities will 

emerge into commercial availability.

The skeptic would say that the reason none of 

these things have made it to market is because 

they are bogus. The immutable laws of physics 

are correct, and these devices that appear to 

violate those laws as they are understood, just 

don’t work. They’ll never make it to market 

because they are impossible.

Obviously, I don’t share that view. Rather, I 

believe that the best breakthroughs are most 

likely to come from outside of the establishment 

by people who are willing to think outside the 

box, test, refine, improve, eventually coming up 

with technologies that will not only be clean, but 

quite simple, and very cheap. historically, many 

of the greatest breakthroughs don’t come via 

the status quo. “New wine cannot be put into old 

bottles lest they burst,” is how jesus phrased the 

phenomenon.

And it’s not just one type of technology that is 

getting ready to emerge into the marketplace. 

There are several modalities, and each modality 

has several teams working on a particular 

embodiment of that modality, some holding more 

promise than others. but all appear to be making 

progress, for the most part.

Yes, plenty of these claims that pop up end 

up being bogus or fraudulent. No doubt about 

that. And it is possible that some of the ones 

that we presently are tracking that seem the 

“ bREAkTROuGh ENERGY 
TEChNOlOGIEs mIGhT bE 
mIsusEd IN wAYs YOu 
ANd I mIGhT NOT YET 
ANTICIPATE ”
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most promising could end up being bogus or 

fraudulent. we’ve certainly been fooled many 

times before. The quest is not for the faint-

hearted or squeamish - and certainly not for 

those who are worried about maintaining their 

reputation in the world. such a disposition is 

incompatible for the pioneers who forge new 

ground and push the borders of science, politics, 

economics, health, education, spirituality, as well 

as other frontiers.

As I’ve watched the maturation of this field of 

exotic free energy, one thing that is becoming 

clear to me is that a higher power - call it God, 

angels, the universal oneness - is involved both 

in the guiding of the development of these 

technologies as well as in orchestrating the timing 

of their emergence.

It’s not just like all we need to do is find a working 

technology and get it to market. There seems 

to be a pre-requisite set of conditions that need 

to be met prior to these technologies coming in 

to general availability. This is probably because 

if they came out prior to those conditions being 

met, they might be misused in ways you and I 

might not yet anticipate.

In the past couple of years as I’ve been doing 

various interviews, I have been drawing an 

analogy between an addict and our culture 

in general. Our society exhibits all of the 

attributes of an addict, including denial about 

our dependency (e.g. to entitlements, oil, to a 

corrupt political structure and their prostitute 

media, etc.), persistence in destructive behaviors, 

powerlessness to change our tendencies in 

and of ourselves, and our addiction appearing 

blatantly obvious to those who are awakened and 

observing.

when it comes to their addiction, the addict 

has basically three choices to make: 1) die, and 

have to deal with the issue in the next life; 2) 

“hit the wall”, grovel for an extended time in the 

mess their life has plummeted them into, wake 

up because of the awfulness their choices have 

presented to them, and turn their life around - not 

easy but possible, with help from a higher power; 

3) see the writing on the wall, and wake up before 

hitting the wall, going into a program of recovery, 

including turning to a higher power.

will we as a society have to hit the wall before we 

wake up? Or will we see the handwriting on the 

wall and wake up before we hit the wall? 

when it comes to the analogy for civilization, 

“hitting the wall” will entail a total meltdown - 

the end of life as we have known it; a mad max 

type of existence, with infrastructure destroyed, 

government gone to anarchy, marauding bands 

seeking for what scraps of food might be left.

I don’t know about you, but I certainly don’t 

want to see society have to get that extremely 

disrupted before they finally wake up. I like warm 

showers. 

but that is where we are headed, if we don’t wake 

up in time.

The condition for spiritual healing is a broken 

heart and contrite spirit, turning to God - which is 

answered by a mighty change of heart (“baptism 

of fire”), a changed disposition. A new person 

emerges.

what is true of individuals is also true collectively. 

As society collectively gets into bondage, a 

collective change of heart is what is needed, 

through a collective turning to a higher power.

using this metaphor literally, could it be that 

these exotic free energy technologies are poised 

to play the temporal role of a “higher power” 

- we’re talking energy that is ever-present, non-

depleting, non-polluting, and so cheap that it will 

seem nearly free - a gift of salvation? I don’t mean 

to be sacrilegious, and I certainly don’t mean to 

suggest that the emergence of exotic free energy 

technologies is akin to a spiritual bestowal from 

divinity - or is that exactly what it is?

In studying the cycles of history as briefly 

outlined below in “The Tytler Cycle in history”, 

we are at the point of “dependence”, headed 

toward “bondage.” using the addict analogy, the 
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“bondage” corresponds to “hitting the wall”.  Can 

we avert the full bondage by choosing to awaken 

now, rather than only once our chains set heavily 

upon us? 

If people opt for the “higher power” in this case, 

the clean, affordable, non-polluting, gift from 

nature, then they could avert the economic 

meltdown that the powers that be have 

engineered for the planet to turn us into their 

slaves.

Given that on a global scale, the emergence 

of exotic free energy technologies gives us an 

option to bypass the total bondage phase of the 

above cycle, it makes sense that waking up will 

be a necessary pre-requisite to activating such a 

bypass of that step.

what does “waking up” entail? without getting 

into dogma, generally speaking, I think we would 

be safe to include the following attributes: 

  Realizing the awful situation we’ve descended 

into as a civilization by allowing a cabal to 

wrest control of our governments, media, 

education, energy, health, and religions.

  Asserting our God-given right to stand as 

independent agents, not under their control, 

taking responsibility for our own thinking, 

beliefs, and choices.

  Acknowledging our own mistakes/sins/

culpability in allowing this situation to get to 

where it has.

  Turning to a higher power for assistance in 

breaking free of the control that has been 

wielded over us.

  with reliance on a higher power, seeking after 

enlightened attributes such as: love, patience, 

forgiveness, justice, mercy, courage, sincerity, 

and integrity.

  with this new heart as our foundation, step into 

our individual, foreordained missions to bring 

about a better world.

so, maybe the reason we as a civilization have not 

yet seen any of these awesome exotic free energy 

technologies come to market is a collective hard 

look in the mirror away.

something to think about.

 

about the author
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ANCIENT POWER PLANT?

This picture shows one of the countless ancient stone structures in Southern Africa. These structures all are shaped according 

to the specific sound frequency they emit. When you enter the heart of such a structure in which mother earth makes 

measurable high frequent sounds - beyond what you can hear - your mobile connection will not work anymore.

Ancient civilisations (approximately 200.000 years!) used these sound emissions as an energy source for mining purposes, as 

Michael Tellinger states in his beautiful book Temples of the African Gods.
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 - MICHAEL TELLINGER - 

ANCIENT STONE 
STRUCTURES POINTING AT 

NEW WAYS Of ENERGY 
GENERATION

DecoDIng the hIDDen ruInS of Southern afrIca.
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more than 200,000 years ago early humans built 

a stone calendar that predates all other man-

made structures found to date. This discovery 

is so astounding that it requires a true paradigm 

shift in our approach to ancient human activity as 

it takes us closer to the emergence of the earliest 

humans on planet Earth.

This ‘African stonehenge’ which we have called 

‘Adam’s Calendar’ has for the first time created 

a link to the countless other stone ruins in 

southern Africa and suggests that these ruins are 

much older than we thought. The complex that 

links Nelspruit, waterval boven, machadodorp, 

Carolina, badplaas and dullstroom, covers an 

area larger then modern-day los Angeles and 

has emerged as the largest and most mysterious 

ancient city on Earth. The discovery of carved 

dolerite statues of giant birds, some resembling 

horus, and petroglyphs of winged disks, suggests 

that the prototype sumerian and Egyptian 

civilisations had their origins in southern Africa 

thousands of years before they emerged in the 

north. 

seven years of research by a group of 

independent scientists and explorers has 

delivered what may be the crucial missing 

elements in our understanding of the lives and 

development of early modern humans. Their 

discovery has been released in two books called 

Adam’s Calendar and Temples Of The African 

Gods. but the research has also shown that these 

stone settlements represent the most mysterious 

and misunderstood structures found to date. It 

points to a civilisation that lived and dug for gold 

in this part of the world for thousands of years. 

And if this is in fact the cradle of humankind, 

we may be looking at the activities of the oldest 

civilisation on Earth.

scholars have told us that the first civilisation on Earth emerged in a land called 

sumer some 6000 years ago. Recent archaeological findings suggest that the 

sumerians may have inherited much of their knowledge from an earlier civilisation 

that emerged many thousands of years earlier in southern Africa – the cradle of 

humankind. Extensive scientific evaluation over a 2-year period has shown that 

the circular structures are in fact energy generating devices, using the natural 

sound harmonic frequencies that emanate from the surface of the Earth.
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johan heine manages the largest group of fire 

fighters and fire fighting fleet of aircraft in Africa. 

As a pilot he has been flying over the mountains 

of mpumalanga for over 20 years. he instantly 

took a keen interest and started photographing 

thousands of strange circular stone ruins that lie 

scattered throughout this region. After consulting 

various so-called experts on their origins he was 

informed that these were merely remains of 

“cattle kraal” left behind by the migrating bantu 

people from the north in the 14th century until 

about the 18th century.  but it was an almost fatal 

air crash by one of his crew that brought him to 

discover the mysterious monolithic circle, which 

was later named Adam’s Calendar by michael 

Tellinger to expose one of the greatest stories in 

all of human history. 

The site is situated on the edge of what is 

known as the Transvaal Escarpment, which is 

geologically black reef quartzite, rich in gold. 

This is incidentally near barberton where the 

gold rush took place in the mid 1800’s. but the 

monoliths at Adam’s Calendar are all dolerite. 

The closest vein of dolerite to the site is about a 

kilometre away. This means that the architects 

went to a lot of trouble to get the monoliths, 

some of which weigh over 5 tons, to the site. 

The central monolith is carved with precision 

to allow the setting sun to cast a shadow on 

what we call the flat calendar stone. several 

independent geologists over a period of 5 years 

have confirmed that the dolerite is not part of 

the bedrock and was brought to the site from 

some remote area. In fact the latest geological 

report confirmed states categorically “this 

site of Adam’s Calendar is man-made and is 

extremely old – thousands of years.” dr. Gideon 

Groenewald.

johan heine spent 5 years measuring and 

calculating the layout and parameters of the 

monoliths. using his years of experience in 

aeronautical science and navigation he very 

quickly realised that the circular structure was 

purposefully designed and aligned to the cardinal 

points of Earth, including equinoxes and solstices. 

but it was only five years later, after meeting 

michael Tellinger, many more explorations 

 

An aerial view of the calendar site perched on the 
edge of the Transvaal escarpment consisting of black 
reef quartzite.  The tree on the right is the north 
marker. All the monoliths that make up the circular 
calendar structure are dolerite. The closest vein of 
igneous dolerite is about 500 m to 1 km away. Note the 
sculptured pointed monolith closest to the edge. This is 
one of the 3 monoliths that aligns with the rise of Orion – 
75,000 years ago.

 

Founder of Adam’s Calendar, Johan Heine, examines the 
carved edge on the leading monolith, which casts a clear 
shadow on the flat calendar rock. The wider monolith 
became the calendar on which days and weeks were 
marked as the movement of the sun stretched perfectly 
from one edge to the other, left to right, and than back 
again.

 

A close-up view of the Johan Heine Stone Calendar 
(Adam’s Calendar) on a summer’s day 2007. This view is 
from south to north dissecting the two main monoliths 
in the centre. The tree in the centre is where the north 
marker stone is located. 
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with amazing new discoveries on every trip to 

the mountain top, that the site was accurately 

surveyed and the true age of the monoliths was 

revealed. 

It turned out that the north, south, east, west 

alignment is out by 3 degrees – 17 minutes – 43 

sec in an anti-clockwise direction. It turns out 

that this may just be one of the most important 

discoveries in all of human history, not only 

because it points to the origins of humankind, 

but because it irrefutably proves the theory of 

Crustal shift or Crustal displacement. something 

that was proposed by scientist Charles hapgood 

and strongly supported by Albert Einstein. This 

is the proof that hapgood was waiting for and 

to date the only scientific proof that the earth’s 

crust has actually shifted at various epochs in the 

past.  

This means that we are dealing with a structure 

at least 100,000 years old based on hapgood’s 

calculations. It also shows that we are dealing 

with an advanced civilisation and not primitive 

cave-man as proposed by mainstream history. 

Further studies of the geology, erosion, 

alignments with stars and lichen growth has 

allowed us to reach reasonable sound and 

scientific conclusion that this site is at least 

160,000 years old based on the alignment to 

the rise of Orion, just like many other cultures 

around the world have shown to do. For some 

reason Orion plays a crucial part in ancient Egypt 

 

Adams Calendar is the flagship among millions of circular stone ruins, ancient roads, agricultural terraces and thousands of 

ancient mines, left behind by a vanished civilisation which we now call the FIRST PEOPLE. They carved detailed images into 

the hardest rock, worshipped the sun, and are the first to carve an image of the Egyptian Ankh -- key of life and universal 

knowledge, 200,000 years before the Egyptians came to light.

“ IT wAs AN AlmOsT FATAl 
AIR CRAsh bY ONE OF 
hIs CREw ThAT bROuGhT 
hIm TO dIsCOvER ThE 
mYsTERIOus mONOlIThIC 
CIRClE ”
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and now also in southern Africa, except that it is 

shown to be much older in the south. 

Mysterious ancient ruins of southern Africa. 

until we started our research some seven years 

ago, it was generally accepted by scholars that 

there are about 20,000 ancient stone ruins 

scattered throughout the mountains of southern 

Africa. modern historians have been speculating 

about the origins of these ruins, often calling 

them ‘cattle kraal of little historic importance’. 

The truth of the matter is that closer scientific 

inspection paints a completely different and 

astonishing new picture about the ancient history 

of these stone ruins of southern Africa. The 

scientific reality is that we actually know very 

little about these spectacular ancient ruins and 

it is a great tragedy that thousands have already 

been destroyed through sheer ignorance by 

EskOm, forestry, municipalities, farmers and new 

developments that we call civilisation. 

After my personal explorations on foot and 

by air over the past 4 years, I can confidently 

estimate the number of ancient stone ruins to be 

well over 100,000.  Prof. Revil mason confirmed 

this figure in january 2009. After doing an 

exponential count on Google Earth and other 

aerial photographs I counted at least 10 million of 

these circular structures. They were all originally 

connected by what we now call channels – (our 

history books call these roads to drive cattle 

on) – and also surrounded and connected to an 

ongoing grid of agricultural terraces that cover 

more than 450,000 square kilometres.  This 

clearly points to a vast vanished civilisation that 

knew all about agriculture on a magnificent scale 

and exhibit technology linked to the generation 

of energy through these circular structures.

Population Problem

This immediately poses a huge problem for 

archaeologists, anthropologists and historians 

because the accepted history of this part of the 

planet does not - at any time in our past - place 

anywhere nearly enough people here to have 

built this number of structures. It gets even more 

complex when you realise that these were not 

just isolated structures left behind by migrating 

hunter-gatherers. The true reality hits you when 

 

The oldest statue on Earth carved out by the architects 

of Adam’s Calendar some 75,000 years ago. It was 

removed from its original position in 1994 where it stood 

looking at the sunrise on the vernal equinox over the 

large central monoliths. It now serves as a plaque stand 

at the entrance to the nature reserve. We are negotiating 

to have it moved back to its place of origin to complete 

the spectacular calendar site.

 

Although it is badly eroded, the original circular form of 

the calendar site can still be seen on this satellite image, 

with the 2 main monoliths at its centre. The north-south 

deviation can also be immediately seen as the north 

marker slants slightly to the left of 12 o’clock. It was 

measure do be 3 degrees, 17 minutes and 43 sec.
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you take in the magnitude and expanse of 

these settlements and witness the staggering 

number of ancient terraces that surround these 

settlements that cover over 450,000 square 

kilometres in southern Africa and possibly much 

more. A detailed archaeological scrutiny of 

photographic evidence of some of these terraces 

indicates that they are at least 5000 years old. 

The complex that links waterval boven, 

machadodorp, Carolina and dullstroom, covers 

more than 10,000 square kilometres, which is a 

larger area then modern-day los Angeles.

most of the original settlement structures are 

well buried beneath the soil and can only be seen 

from the air by a sensitised observer. It gets even 

more confusing when you observe the ancient 

roads that link all these settlements together. we 

have traced the remains of these roads that can 

still be seen stretching to about 500 kilometres. 

In their original state they would have covered 

thousands of kilometres. 

The position of the ancient road sections that 

we have discovered suggest that it once ran 

continuously from the coast of mozambique, 

through south Africa and Zimbabwe to botswana 

“ wE hAvE TRACEd ThE 
REmAINs OF ThEsE 
ROAds ThAT CAN sTIll 
bE sEEN sTRETChING TO 
AbOuT 500 kIlOmETREs ”
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and possibly beyond. A rough calculation shows 

that, only the visible pieces of the original 

ancient roads would have required over 500 

million stones of between 10 and 50 kilograms 

to construct. If we assume that the roads only 

make up 2 percent of the ancient settlements, 

the number of stones required to build the entire 

ancient city/settlement, becomes unthinkable. 

This would simply not be possible with the 

current population model of ancient civilisation in 

southern Africa. The other issue we need to deal 

with is the need for roads, since it was previously 

believed that the wheel only arrived in this part 

of the world with the Portuguese explorers in the 

late 1400’s.  

Oldest City on Earth

Our observations suggest that we are possibly 

looking at the oldest settlements on Earth. 

Artefacts that have been recovered from 

these ruins show a long and extended period 

of settlement that spans well over 200,000 

years. Over the past three decades several 

researchers have raised this issue only to be 

ridiculed and often ostracised. many leading 

scientist and historians have since voiced their 

support for such ancient origins and some of 

the most senior geologists in south Africa like 

Gideon Groenewald, have stated for the record 

that Adam’s Calendar is indeed a man-made 

structure and not a natural formation, as some 

have insisted. since southern Africa is the cradle 

of humankind, we should not be surprised to find 

such ruins, but we should rather expect these 

discoveries. After a recent aerial exploration 

of the ruins, Groenewald remarked that these 

are the oldest structures he had ever seen. The 

reality seems to be that we are dealing with 

what is possibly the largest and most mysterious 

ancient civilisation on Earth. 

 

Ancient terraces surround large complex settlements and cover more than 450,000 km square. Some sections of these 

terraces have been estimated to be at least 5000 years old based on erosion patterns.
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One of the many mysterious ancient stone ruins that 

seems to have a greater purpose in its design. The Phi 

factor of 1,618 seems to be well used in this and other 

structures’ dimensions. 

 

A small section of the ancient city that stretches more 

than 20,000 km square linked by the ancient roads that 

can be clearly seen here from the air. This kind detail is 

not at all visible to observers on the ground. 

Ancient gold Fields

It is important to note that the mysterious 

ruins of southern Africa, which include Great 

Zimbabwe and millions of similar ruins in that 

country, also extend into neighbouring areas 

like botswana, Namibia, Zambia, kenya and 

mozambique. but why were these ancient people 

here in the first place? what were they doing?

The past 200 years has seen a number of 

explorers write in great detail about these ruins, 

but their findings have been largely forgotten 

and their books are out of print. most of these 

early explorers write about thousands of ancient 

mine shafts found in close proximity to these 

ruins. In fact, most of these mines have been 

described as gold mines, copper, tin and iron 

mines. In my personal experience and research 

I have found at least 25 ancient mine shafts in 

gold-rich areas and been told about dozens 

more by farmers from the area. Ancient mines 

covered by 30 metres of soil have been reported 

by at least 2 miners in the 30’s in limpopo and 

more than 75,000 mines have been reported by 

geological companies in mpumalanga. It seems 

that gold mining has been going on here for a lot 

longer than most of us ever imagined.

A coin of Roman Emperor Antoninus Pius 138 

Ad was found 25 metres deep in a gold mine in 

1891 by Theodore bent, the man to first excavate 

Great Zimbabwe. A babylonian coin estimated 

to be from 200-300 bC was found in the 

marionhill monastery foundations in the 1800s. 

The Egyptian Pharaoh Ramses was said to have 

crossed the African continent to the southern tip, 

one of his reasons was the search for gold in this 

part of the world. It becomes evident that we are 

actually and probably talking about the fabled 

king solomon’s mines. Zimbabwean geologist 

“whY wERE ThEsE 
ANCIENT PEOPlE hERE IN 
ThE FIRsT PlACE? whAT 
wERE ThEY dOING? ”
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Ann krizinger, from university of Zimbabwe has 

shown in several papers that many of the ruins 

in Zimbabwe were for the purpose of extracting 

and purifying gold – and not slave pits, animal 

pits or grain pits as is often suggested by 

ignorant historians and archaeologists.

The presence of dravidian gold miners is 

shown in great detail by dr Cyril hromnik in his 

astonishing book “Indo Africa” 1981 – showing in 

great detail the exploits of the makomai people 

– hindu dravidians who were here in southern 

Africa mining gold as far back as 2000 years ago 

and probably even further back in time. 

many other carvings and artefacts support these 

discoveries and theories. This ancient vanished 

civilisation carved much of what we see in later 

periods in Egypt and sumeria, like the first horus 

stone, the first sphinx, the symbol of the Ankh, 

and many symbols relating to sun worshiping 

later pushed to the limit in Egypt.

should we be surprised by this discovery? The 

oldest written record of human history, the 

sumerian tablets, describe extensively the ancient 

activity in a land called AbZu – the land below the 

equator where the gold was mined. The tablets 

describe the early human settlements and the 

quest for gold. The fact that many scholars keep 

ignoring these scripts is a great pity.  

 

Sumeria and Abantu

The links to the sumerian civilisation in southern 

Africa simply cannot be ignored or erased. 

They can even be traced with etymology in the 

names and origins of indigenous people. The 

most obvious piece of evidence that has never 

been explained is the word Abantu, the name 

commonly used to describe black south Africans. 

According to pre-eminent shaman and medicine 

man Credo mutwa, the name is derived from the 

sumerian goddess Antu. Abantu simply means 

the children or people of Antu.

How does Adam’s Calendar fit into the an-

cient ruin picture?

Adam’s Calendar is the flagship among these 

ruins because we can date this monolithic 

calendar with relative certainty to a time before 

the ‘flood event’ some 13,000 years ago, and at 

least 160,000 years of age based on a number 

of scientific evaluations. In turn Adam’s Calendar 

points to the diverse ancient history of southern 

Africa and presents the first tangible evidence of 

the earliest humans in the ‘Cradle of humankind’.

The Orion Connection & The Hawk Head of 

Horus

This remarkable stone structure of Adam’s 

Calendar was originally a large circular structure 

resembling but predating stonehenge by many 

thousands of years. Its original shape is still 

clearly visible from satellite images. Adam’s 

Calendar is built along the same 31-degree 

longitudinal line as Great Zimbabwe and the 

Great Pyramid of Giza. Three of the monoliths are 

aligned with the rise of Orion’s belt when it rose 

horizontally on the horizon at least 75,000 years 

ago. The latest astronomic calculation suggests 

that the last time Orion would have been flat on 

the horizon was around 160,000 years ago. 

A recent observation is that the fallen monolith 

on the outer circle that marks the vernal equinox 

sunrise is shaped like the horus hawk head 

from Egypt and it also resembles the birds at 

Zimbabwe ruins. This is the oldest statue of the 

horus hawk by a long shot and should attract 

great interest in the years to come. Adam’s 

Calendar takes us further back in time closer 

to the emergence of homo sapiens, than any 

other structure ever found to date, and it will 

force historians and archaeologist to reconsider 

ancient human activity and consciousness.

Energy generation – Ancient knowledge

Extensive scientific evaluation over a 2-year 

period has shown that the circular structures 

are in fact energy generating devices, using 

“ IT wIll FORCE 
hIsTORIANs ANd 
ARChAEOlOGIsT TO 
RECONsIdER ANCIENT 
humAN ACTIvITY ANd 
CONsCIOusNEss ”
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the natural sound harmonic frequencies that 

emanate from the surface of the Earth. The 

shape of the circular ruins are all very specific 

and unique because each circle represents the 

cymatic shapes of the sound energy as it appears 

on the surface of planet earth at that point. This 

energy was amplified by simple understanding 

of harmonics and utilised in the same way 

that we generate and use lAsER and sAsER 

beam technology today.  we have measured 

these energies and electromagnetic waves 

in spectacular fashion and therefore do not 

hesitate to make these claims. some of the sound 

frequencies go into the extremely Giga hertz 

levels (over 380 Giga hertz) which are unheard of 

on Earth today in any normal applications.

The fact that these circles are all connected 

by the stone channels makes it very clear to 

any scientist who works with electricity or 

energy that this vanished civilisation had a keen 

understanding of energy that still escapes us 

today. southern Africa was a giant energy grid 

that was all connected for the purposed of 

mining gold and all other activity necessary for 

supporting the vast population that lasted for 

over 270,000 years until it was wiped out by the 

flood some 12,000 years ago.

Adam’s Calendar firmly places the many ancient 

circular stone ruins of southern Africa at a point 

in history that we modern humans have never 

faced before... more than 200,000 years ago. 
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“And so it is, my dear friends that I will share 

much here with you in your circle in this article. 

I have been in anticipation of this time when our 

family gathers again, for it seems like so long ago 

when we gathered together.

There is much information to relay in this article. 

There are many words you will read, my friends, 

but above all, it is the energy being relayed and 

transmitted that is important here. It is the energy 

of love, the energy of completion.

The energy that is created here, when the human 

melds with spirit, when the humans open their 

hearts up to let the sacred energy in, that is the 

new energy, the energy that you are going in to 

in your new times. I call on each human angel 

who reads this to simply open and allow for this 

opportunity, to allow for this melding. 

The Second Creation

Now allow yourselves, my friends, to be in this 

sacred energy, melded with All That Is. This is the 

melding of spirit and human into oneness. simply 

allow yourself to feel the sacredness, and certainly 

the empowerment, where you sit now, for indeed, 

each of you is an angel. You know this now. Each 

of you came here as powerful being, and always 

has been, for it takes tremendous power to come 

from the etheric levels - ‘the high vibration levels’ 

- to walk the earth as you have done. In the past, 

my friends, your guides and angels were invited 

into this circle. but your guides and angels have 

retreated from your direct energy field. In a gift 

of love to you, they do this so you can now take 

on your own space and your own empowerment. 

They have certainly been there in love, but they 

have moved from your direct energy field.

It is known that we human beings have twelve 

chakras: seven physical human chakras and five 

etheric chakras, which are now melding into one, 

into a single energy center. 

Oh, it is so appropriate that our new millennium 

has the number of two for there is a new place 

being created. This second Creation is the energy 

of love and hope and the energy of truth. 

Two different Earths

my friends, know and understand that the day 

we entered the new millennium, was significant, 

for it was an energetic halfway point between 

the measurement taken in 1987 and the final 

measurement of what was projected to be the 

year 2012.

literally, after the energy measurement took 

- IlIJa lakIcevIc -

OPEN YOURSELf TO THE NEW 

ENERGY Of LOvE

According to Ilija lakicevic our Earth went through a profound energetic 

transition between 1987 and 2012. As a result we live in two Earths now, the Earth 

of the old and the Earth of the new energy. both Earths coexist and need each 

other during the ongoing transition towards the new frequencies of love.

In order to express his spiritual vision the author speaks in metaphors (*).
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place, we could imagine two different earths, now 

appearing side-by-side, together. They are in the 

same space, but they are different. There is the 

earth of the new energy, for those who are willing 

- or for those who have taken the leap across the 

chasm - who are willing to go into a place of love, 

and who are willing to be the pioneers in the new 

energy.

The new earth has energy for those who have 

released their karma. Perhaps there is some 

residue left, but they have released their karma. 

They have rewritten their history.

This new earth has different energy attributes 

associated with it, different than the other world 

that lives side-by-side. And I can tell you, dear 

friends, that we and other lightworkers who go 

into this new energy earth are existing side-by-

side with others, who have chosen for karmic 

reasons not to go into it. They are living in 

another reality, or a separate truth, side-by-side 

with us. we are working with them, we are talking 

with them, we pass them on the street and at the 

theatre and at our ball games. but we are living 

in two different worlds! The energies of ours are 

different from the energies of theirs.

Of course, this was uncomfortable at first. we 

were feeling that energetic draw or tug to be 

back in that old space. but we did not need to 

worry about being pulled back into the old. Our 

energies, the grids of the earth, and the reality 

where we live are different. They are not allowing 

us to be pulled back.

For those who do not move forward into this new 

energy world that exists side-by-side with the 

old energy world, we are asked to honor each 

one of them. we are asked to understand they 

are still walking through their paths and their 

understandings, and that is appropriate. It is truly 

appropriate for some to stay in the old energy, for 

they also continue to be an anchor of the energy. 

For it was not appropriate for all of us to shift 

into the new at this time, for that would cause an 

imbalance. so there were those who are agreeing 

to stay in the old energy to continue to balance, 

and continue to anchor.

Two Scenarios

I bring this down to a personal level for us now. 

I share with you what you can do now in your 

lives as humans, for each of you have asked the 

question: what is it that I should know, and what 

is it that I should do, spirit?

I give you somewhat of an answer that you 

may not have expected, although, look at the 

simplicity and look at the truth in this answer.  

To help you explain this, I give you two scenarios.

The first is the scenario of the old energy world. 

In the old energy world there is a movie being 

made. It is a simple movie. It is about a human 

on a bicycle pedaling across the country, going 

through various experiences. This human has no 

map, he simply follows roads hither and thither. 

he has many experiences along the way. but 

he must get on the bike every morning and 

steer, and battle the winds, and the sun and the 

elements, and he must deal with traffic on the 

road. And it is difficult and the human’s muscles 

ache. The human must stop for food and for rest. 

It is a difficult journey.

Oh, there are many blessings, but it is a difficult 

journey. I use the metaphor of the bike because it 

is not so simple as getting in the car and turning 

on the key and pressing the gas pedal. No, the 

journey of the human up to now has been having 

to pedal and steer and try to figure out where to 

go without a map, and without knowing - falling 

into experience.

And then there is the human of the new energy 

that moves into this new earth. And in this 

scenario of the movie the human and the bicycle 

are not moving. They appear to be mysteriously 

floating and balancing. The backdrop is moving, 

not the human on the bicycle.

Now, to all others who see this movie later, it will 

APPEAR that the human of the new energy is 

pedaling and making the bike go. but it is not.  

The bACkdROP is moving.

The story here is simple, my friends. You will be 

moving into an energy where you do not need 
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to pedal, where you do not need to ‘figure out’ 

what to do next. where you do not need to battle 

in your own mind ‘what it is you should know’ 

or ‘what it is you should do’ for it will come to 

you. You will be in a place of grace ad peace and 

empowerment. The sCENERY will change. It will 

come to you as appropriate. It is not a simple, 

two-dimensional road that you will be on. The 

scenery is multi-dimensional and will change 

constantly all around you. You simply need to be 

in the Present moment. You do not need to worry 

about where you should be or what you should 

be doing next. For when you sit still upon your 

bicycle, you will come to a knowingness that all 

things are as they should be. That you do not 

need to worry about your next experience, for it 

will be drawn to you from the grand potentials. 

You will not need to stress about making your 

house payments if you sit quietly upon your 

bicycle. You will not need to worry about 

what your job should be, for the appropriate 

job will come to you. The scenery moves - the 

environment changes - you do not.

It will seem strange at first, to simply be still.  

You will want to control things. You will, perhaps, 

have fear. You will think you should be doing 

something, but my friends, you ARE doing 

something. And you will begin to understand that 

as	you	sit	upon	your	bicycle and	allow	all	things	

to come to you. And as they come to you, you will 

know what to do with them.

so, take a deep breath and clearly feel the 

person that you were back then with all of the 

burdens you were carrying… the fears that you 

had… the uncertainty… but yet… but yet a type 

of beautiful crystalline energy within you… the 

Christ-seed energy that was seeking… that was 

wanting to find itself… that was wanting to find 

resolution. That is the part of you – the Christ-

seed, wanting to find resolution – that has kept 

you going through some of the most difficult 

times these past years, through the releasing and 

the processing, through the uncertainty and the 

doubts that you have faced in your life. It has kept 

you going.

goodbye Duality!

In the meantime, understand that when your 

body aches, love it, embrace it. know that that is 

part of the process. don’t try to escape from the 

experience it is going through. Try to bless it, for 

it is indeed a wonderful experience. when you hit 

some low points – and you will, you will – it is part 

of the cycles of the ups and downs, the on and 

off of energy. It is part of the way duality itself 

is releasing itself. when you go into the lows, 

that helps duality transform, release. so, do not 

scramble to try to get out of the lows, but honor 

the space that you walk in.

so many of you are concerned that if you let go 

when you are in a low, you will fall into the pit, 

   
Old world

   
New world

What changed?
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into the abyss, never to return again, to be eaten 

by some dragon of the deep dark. dear friends, it 

does not work that way for you any more. It does 

not work that way. when you are in a low, don’t 

try to force yourself out of it. understand it is an 

energy cycle. understand, in a sense, with all that 

is happening within you, that there is a spiral that 

will take place that will work you through it at the 

appropriate time.

during these times, seek the friendship of others. 

share with them what you are going through. 

You will find they are going through common 

experiences, and in that discovery, there is new 

wisdom, and there is new energy. For all of you, 

we suggest the facilitations works that help move 

the Old Energies out of the body. They do have a 

tendency to get stuck there. do facilitation work 

that helps you understand your breathing. As 

simple as it seems, breathing is such a wonderful 

tool… and you forget to use it consciously. Get 

facilitation work that helps you to hear your own 

voice. There are wonderful counselors all over the 

world who are good listeners. And, sometimes 

that is all it takes.

It Comes To You

The New Paradigm of love is working already. 

You get on the bike and you just sit there. 

You do not pedal. You do not move. Even the 

bicycle really doesn’t have to do anything, and 

the landscape moves. You are stationary. The 

landscape moves. You don’t have to do anything 

other than receive!

This concept – very, very real concept – it comes 

to you. You get on that old bike or new bike. 

You get on that bike and you just sit back. It all 

comes to you. It’s not linear. It’s not like going 

down the road anymore where the landscape just 

starts moving while you’re just sitting here. It’s 

not linear. The exact perfect thing comes to you. 

Perfect, not based on what God thinks is perfect, 

because God really doesn’t care, or some other 

being or anything else. Perfect for you by you. It 

comes to you.

don’t blink. don’t doubt, is what I’m saying. don’t 

blink. let it happen. let it come to you.

(*)  Note: this article is an abridged version of a 

considerably longer one. For the original text 

see www.ilija101rbi.net 

about the author
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most people realise that our ability to access 

energy sources safely, responsibly and cheaply 

is fundamental to our (technological) progress 

as a society. Outside of publications and events 

like those being developed and organised by 

groups like the breakthrough Energy movement 

(bEm), a rather limited mindset is present. It is 

assumed that energy supplies are limited by 

certain factors – primarily the availability of fuel, 

or where energy is said to be “renewable”, then  

it is limited by environmental factors such as the 

amount of solar radiation, amount of wind, water 

flow etc. 

In my own lifetime, I have seen the various 

factors played off against each other – all set 

in what I call a “paradigm of scarcity”. A great 

many doom-laden forecasts have suggested that 

our technological progress will be arrested quite 

abruptly. In the period of about 2003-2005, for 

example, it again became fashionable to talk 

about “peak oil” – but talk of this seems to have 

“faded out” over the last few years. 

The issues of energy and the environment are 

now fully woven together in the public mindset 

– because it has been “programmed” into 

people that the only way to get the majority of 

our energy is – essentially – by destroying the 

environment in some way. This then “causes” 

the existence of an environmental movement 

which at one time was just vocal in criticising the 

way energy is derived from fuel-based sources. 

Now, however, it sets government policy in many 

countries and forces certain controls to be placed 

on energy usage. however behind this “green 

mask” lies a darker agenda – one of control of 

our freedom. without  a complete view of the 

“energy picture”, the “control agenda” appears 

sensible and benign, but when more obscure 

histories from the last 100 years or so are studied 

in depth, an insidious cover up can be observed.

many people have discussed aspects of this 

cover up, but only a very small number of people, 

including myself, have connected this cover up 

to what has become known as “The war On 

Terror”. Indeed, others have appropriately re-

used this cliché to describe that what we are 

involved in is a “A war on Terra” – i.e. that some 

group somewhere has co-opted us into helping 

us to destroy our own environment. In my 

presentation at bEm, I hope to illustrate clearly 

how this energy cover up is more far-reaching 

than most will discuss or acknowledge. In the 6 

years (arguably longer) since dr judy wood first 

connected the evidence seen in the aftermath 

of the events of 9/11 to energy phenomena, 

the number of people openly discussing this 

evidence is small. The number of people wishing 

to cover up knowledge of this (now obvious) link 

is much larger than I would have expected – and 

it seems that a comprehensive programme has 

been underway, for some time, which seemingly 

“rolls out” new personnel to help manage the 

cover up. 

- anDreW JohnSon - 

DO WE HAvE THE ENERGY TO 

CHANGE THE WORLD?

“ ThERE wAs A ClEAR 
lINk bETwEEN ThE 
uFO PhENOmENON ANd 
‘bREAkThROuGh FREE 
ENERGY’ ”
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In 2003, I discovered the “disclosure Project” 

(www.disclosureproject.org) and it confirmed 2 

things or me. Firstly, the uFO cover up was real 

and secondly that there was a clear link between 

the uFO phenomenon and “breakthrough free 

energy”. The evidence indicates some groups 

appear to have access to advanced propulsion 

technology – which uses an “unconventional” 

energy source. Nick Cook’s book “The hunt 

for Zero Point” discusses the links between 

free energy and anti-gravity through the work 

of people like Thomas Townsend brown. In 

2006, I became familiar with dr judy wood’s 

investigation into the destruction of the world 

Trade Centre on 9/11 and this proved that some 

type of energy weapon was used to destroy most 

of the wTC complex on 9/11.  In late 2007 and 

early 2008, more information was discovered 

showing the connection between the effects seen 

in the wTC evidence and the work of Canadian 

Experimental Researcher john hutchison (see 

www.thehutchisoneffect.com). This resulted 

in a ongoing character attacks against john 

hutchison, dr judy wood and to a lesser 

extent, myself. weeks later, dr wood began to 

document the peculiarly synchronous presence 

and movement of hurricane Erin near NYC with 

the events of 9/11 as they unfolded. so now, 

climate data were linked to the energy effects 

seen on 9/11 - primarily at the wTC.

At this point, the reason for the implementation 

of steven E jones as a “figure head” in the 

9/11 Research Community had already become 

clear. however, with certain effects – such as 

transmutation of elements – being observed 

both in john hutchison’s research and what 

jones called “Cold Fusion” (more correctly called 

Chemically Assisted Nuclear Reactions – CANR, 

or low Energy Nuclear Reactions  - lENR), it 

became even clearer – the cover up needed to be 

carefully managed.

so here we are, almost 5 years after all those 

links were all clearly established – and who 

is talking about them? I wonder if President 

dwight Eisenhower tried to warn people about 

the likelihood of something like 9/11 being 

perpetrated. Grant Cameron’s archival Research 

 

Dr Judy Wood first connected the evidence seen in the 

aftermath of the events of 9/11 to energy phenomena

 

President Dwight Eisenhower

at www.presidentialufo.com shows that it is 

extremely likely that  Ike was briefed on the 

uFO issue - at a high level. The usA’s secrecy 

apparatus was well established by the time 

Eisenhower left office in 1961 and so perhaps 

it was his fears about this which caused him to 

state 

“The potential for the disastrous rise of 

misplaced power exists, and will persist. We 

must never let the weight of this combination 

endanger our liberties or democratic 

processes”. 

he also said 

Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery 

in respect, as we should, we must also be alert 

to the equal and opposite danger that public 

policy could itself become the captive of a 

scientific-technological elite.

who were the members of this “scientific-

technological elite” he referred to? Perhaps some 
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of them work for ARA and sAIC – two companies 

that were defendants in dr judy wood’s qui Tam 

case in 2007.

 

I have argued and pointed out that one of 

the main reasons that we do not have Free 

Energy technology in general use is because 

such technology has already been weaponised. 

however, few people will look at the evidence 

and even fewer will talk about it. For example, 

I have never heard dr steven Greer – who, as 

described earlier, was instrumental in linking 

together the energy cover up and uFO cover 

up speak or write, in any meaningful way about 

9/11. Further, his own Free Energy initiatives 

(sEAs Power, AERO 2012 and Project Orion) 

when scrutinised carefully do not appear to 

“do what they say on the tin”. I found it very 

interesting to hear what bruce de Palma - an 

inventor of another Free Energy device – called 

the N-machine, had to say about Free Energy 

and New Age movements, before his death 

in 1997 (see: http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/

brucedepalma.htm)

The CIA operates through various innocent 

looking fronts – to find out what people are 

thinking and what they’re inventing. Now, what’s 

more innocent than a benign institute – founded 

on transcendental principles to help New Age 

inventors bring free energy into the world?

In this case, he seems to be referring to the 

Institute of Noetic sciences (IONs) due to his 

experiences with the sixth man not to walk on the 

moon, Edgar mitchell.

so if we want widespread use of free energy, we 

must first realise the obstacles in our way. some 

of these obstacles can only be discovered by 

careful analysis and documentation. As well as 

solving engineering problems, it must be realised 

there is some type of “system” or “programme” 

in operation which is influencing people in subtle 

and not so subtle ways. Can this system be 

circumvented? 

so, do we have the energy to change the world? 

Yes, we do – and that has been demonstrated 

thousands of times in the last 100 years. It was 

most clearly demonstrated, however, in the 

destruction of the wTC on 9/11. so do we have 

the energy to make sure that everyone in the 

world knows this? At this point, it’s up to you and 

me to make sure “the job gets done”.

about the author
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do not misunderstand me. The conference was 

great! Possibly the greatest such conference on 

New Energy Technology ever - pointing in the 

right direction: breakthrough!

I share this impatience. we need one technology 

to make its way into widespread use.

what better place for that than Africa. large 

areas in Africa are so underdeveloped by 

conventional technological standards, there’s no 

competition from the “power grid”. This is where 

we should start clandestinely marketing the 

first few thousand 5 or 10 kw units of whatever 

technology can be first rolled out in reasonable 

quantities.

Why a breaktrough can only happen in Africa

Africa is the least developed part of the world as 

far as 20th century “rust belt technology” goes. 

There isn’t much investment to write off if we 

start new development with new technology. 

hence the vested interest of the ruling elite in 

preserving the status quo is much lower. They 

have so much more to gain from the possible 

development than they can lose.

African states have won their independence 

on paper but not in reality. The intellectual 

elite in Africa is painfully aware of this and 

very open to try alternatives because the 

western development model has lead to debt 

enslavement and widespread misery.

Africa has  a great sponsor who is aware 

of the necessity to launch this new era in 

human technology and is willing and able to 

invest considerable funds into making these 

technologies work on a repeatable production 

scale: our friend mohamed hassan kamal from 

Egypt.

Those of you who had a chance to interact with 

Cecil b davis at the conference will already know.

mohamed’s project The African dream  

(www.theafricamdream.ws ) has made it one of 

it’s priorities to develop the new technologies 

(and that means all the stuff we’ve been talking 

about) and use them in the development of Africa.

To get an idea of mohamed’s history and 

background:  http://bit.ly/11bjjcP

many countries are now ready to sign partnership 

agreements with him.  unfortunately the 

restitution of his assets has been stalled, as those 

that are supposed to give it back to him are the 

same ones who stole it and are still benefitting 

from the use of his assets.

let’s hope this will be resolved soon, mohamed 

needs his assets to get the program rolling. If any 

one of you is filthy rich and can help mohamed 

bridge this impasse, there are many ways to 

come in as a partner.

let me know if you think you can help, but only 

serious proposals, this is not about sending 10$ 

per PayPal.

let’s have 1000 5 kw generators in Africa next 

year. People are running whole enterprises from 

noisy, stinky 2.5 kw honda petrol generators. 

- georg rItSchl -  

POST CONfERENCE BLUES: 
“I waNtEd to brING homE thIS 10kw  

PORTABLE GENERATOR AND  

ALL I GOT IS THE T-SHIRT” 
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be it print or copy shops or hair parlors. Imagine 

the liberating effects of a small suitcase sized 

generator available through word of mouth 

propagation. No advertising, no publicity, now 

news coverage until the reality is irrevocably 

created on the ground.

Then we can declare the “Old world Order” 

obsolete, with its scare tactics, oil wars and fear 

and control based social institutions.

The controlling interests know that and that’s 

why they try so desperately to prevent the first 

real breakthrough. As long as 99.999 percent 

of the population have never heard of the 

possibility of living in a totally different world, 

the politics of scarcity can go on. but even of 

the .001 percent (am I too pessimistic here) 

who know that over unity works, only a small 

percentage has ever seen an over unity device 

work in real life. (Not on YouTube, but really 

close up) 

we need to change that.

The Philosophy of the African Dream:  

An environment for innovation

since we will use the new technologies in our 

own large-scale projects, we will not compete 

with the entrenched interests. The new energy 

technologies will not be “on the market” but 

they will be there and they will be used. For 

every inventor this can be a unique chance to 

develop his product to production level and have 

a “captive market” for this product, whatever it 

is. This way we will create a new reality that will 

at some stage render the resistance against the 

breakthrough of these technologies useless on 

a worldwide scale. The African dream will not 

take ownership of the intellectual property. That 

remains with the inventor.

Open source: a paradigm shift

waiting for the authorities to finally allow us 

to build “Free Energy devices” is as useless as 

relying on the concept of “intellectual property”. 

knowing the history of often violently stopped 

(murdered, socially ostracized, economically 

ruined) inventors of the last 100 years, I can say 

with great certainty that  the old paradigm of 

“invent - patent - get rich” has not worked for 

Free Energy and will not work in the future.

I understand and respect the wish of every 

inventor to draw economic benefit from his or 

her invention. sure! but nobody has ever gotten 

rich from inventing a device that could solve 

humanity’s energy problems with the exception 

of a few who played ball and sold out to the big 

corporations, (when they were not murdered 

instead) who then immediately proceeded to 

shelve the invention.

so, a paradigm shift is needed and most 

inventors who somehow participate in the 

discourse are aware of this by now.

Open source is one way of avoiding the trap.

An inventor can be sure that the technology 

will come to maturity much faster and with 

much lower capital outlay by spreading the 

development effort wide with a potentially 

unlimited group of FE enthusiasts. 

Open source license means that everyone who 

uses your shared technology has to share back 

his improvements to the original inventor and 

license giver.

Not only will the original inventor benefit from 

the ingenuity of a potentially unlimited research 

network and yet stays at the height of the 

development and allowing him to be technology 

leader in this field, but it makes it practically 

impossible for the organized forces of hindrance 

and delay to stop this development.

The open source breaktrough that already 

happened: the orgone network

we have experienced this strength in the 

international loose and unorganized orgone 

network that was started by don Croft. don 

shared all his discoveries freely from the first 

moment, thereby empowering orgone activists 

worldwide to start improving their energetic 

environment. There was no lack of attempted 

attacks on him and if he had kept all his secrets 

close to his chest he might well have been taken 

out quickly.

Now, with thousands world wide making their 

own orgonite and some 20-30 successful orgone 

businesses on the internet, it is impossible to 

stop it, unless there would be a Nazi style round 

up of all and everybody who has ever made 

orgonite. This is virtually impossible without 

in fact stirring so much attention that the 
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proliferation of this technology would rather 

be accelerated than stopped by such clumsy 

measures. That’s why I called my presentation 

“a breakthrough that has already happened” in 

subtitle.

Orgonite technology is of course a lot simpler 

to copy than say a finely crafted searl magnetic 

generator or a functioning resonance based 

hhO-cell with matching conversion of a 

conventional internal combustion engine. (One 

of my favorites for a quick roll out by the way)

Open source has worked as a successful business 

model in the software scene and recently we 

talked to a guy who told us about “open source 

hardware”, an initiative where the blueprints 

and CNC ready data files for the production of 

50 essential machines for running sophisticated 

production are shared freely, allowing villagers 

in bangladesh to build a tractor or a farmers’ 

cooperative in Guinea bissau to produce a 

sophisticated lathe. (just possible examples)

Why not USA?

The united states is standing before an 

unprecedented new oil boom, based on new 

drilling techniques, (fracking, horizontal drilling) 

opening up previously inaccessible reserves. The 

environmental cost will be immense but it will go 

ahead anyways, flooding the world with oil made 

in usA in the near future and for at least 20 years 

to come.

so, since the financiers driving this exploration 

boom will want to write of their investment over 

a long period of nice and steady profits,  

I wouldn’t expect the breakthrough to happen 

there.

Please, if you find this interesting (and you 

should) let’s talk about it. No matter if you want 

to participate as an inventor or if you see a 

possibility to help with seed finance to get this 

moving. we need to shift from fear and control 

to generosity and abundance.

about the author
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GlobalbEm CoNfErENCE 2012 
A vIBRANT BREAkTHROUGH MOOD

The Global bEm conference in The Netherlands generated quite a lot of media 

attention. below you’ll find a selection of reviews in the American, German and 

dutch press- and websites. see www.globalbemvoices.com/category/articles for 

the full version of these articles.

jessica solzer dedicated a series of five 

comprehensive articles about GlobalbEm, free 

breakthrough Energy and the various conference 

speakers on the dutch section of  for the dutch 

website Earth matters. This website is a well-

visited dutch platform for alternative news. she 

wrote: “jeroen van straaten, the founder of the 

nonprofit organization Global breakthrough 

Energy movement, believes that various groups 

breakthrough Energy researchers should be 

brought together. what started as a small 

group of volunteers quickly grew into a broad 

international network of people from different 

backgrounds, including scientists, researchers, 

academics, artists and entrepreneurs. while 

the core team is based in the Netherlands, the 

network spreads over different countries in 

Europe, North America and Asia.“ The article 

continues: “Governments and companies 

worldwide must be pressured into supporting 

breakthrough Energy Technology research. 

They have invested too little in bE in the past, 

therefore transition period will last even longer. 

Also, companies will eventually have to embrace 

bE.  bE generators will still need to be built 

and sold. The taboo that now surrounds bE 

technologies in science and universities must be 

broken. bE researchers deserve a platform where 

they can discuss their ideas and disseminate 

their knowledge. bE is a hot topic for most 

scientists, this was illustrated when Paul hellyer, 

former Canadian defense minister and one of 

the speakers  at the GlobalbEm conference in 

hilversum, was not welcome at the Tu delft. his 

lecture would be too controversial ...”
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Transforming power

dagmar kuhn wrote an impressive article about 

the conference in Germany’s NET journal quoting 

a.o. Paul heliyer: “If President George w. bush 

wanted to find the real axis of evil, he had only 

to look at the International monetary Fund (ImF), 

the bank for Reconstruction and development 

(world bank) and the world Trade Organization.” 

later on in the article she again quotes Paul 

hellyer: “Failure to disclose a clean energy 

alternative to fossil fuels is worse than a crime 

against humanity. It’s a crime against creation 

and the Creator.”  dagmar kuhn continues: ‘A 

mood that was expressed by many speakers 

and members of the audience during their 

conversations and – afterwards –in their emails, 

was the feeling to be present at an occasion 

that really had the transforming power of a 

‘breaktrough’ -  a word the organizer deliberately 

included in his name. The breaktrough is 

imminent and everyone can contribute in his/her 

own way to let this new consciousness land in our 

world – enabling long foreseen new technologies 

to enter the stage. This ‘new consciousness’ was 

also the title of the very impressive contribution 

of Fernando vossa indicates, points at a growing 

entanglement of science, arts and spirituality – a 

new reality of the world to come.”

Upscale

jeane manning dedicated an eight-page article 

on the conference in ‘Infinite Energy’ - the us 

based magazine for New Energy science and 

Technology. she started with: “For the new 

energy activist field it was a step upscale—with 

professionalism onstage and in the production 

of audio visuals and the program. It featured 

a science art display, demonstrations of a 

small energy-harvesting disk and outstanding 

speakers. The most remarkable aspect of 

the conference was the depth and range of 

discussion—much of it strategizing how to create 

an economy that works for ordinary people. 

A number of participants envision a higher 

civilization, with alternate energy as one of 

the tools for building it.” And she summarized: 

“The Global breakthrough Energy movement 

conference was neither an academic gathering 

nor a wheel-and-deal trade show. Instead it was 

holistic—something for body, mind and spirit. 

One dominant message from speakers and the 

audience could be summed up as “Fear weakens, 

but love strengthens us.”

Andreas manthey and dr. Thorsten ludwig, in 

their article ‘bEm Conference – meeting Place of 

Inernational Free Energy Explorers’ concluded: 

“The GlobalbEm Conference was totally 

successful and will create waves around the 

world…..”

go to www.globalbemvoices.com for video 

registrations of all the presentations of the 2012 

conference. 

  LR

www.GlObAlbEmmAGAZINE.COm

STAY INfORMED WITH 
PULSE MAGAZINE
Pulse magazine will publish articles related to the subject of 

Breakthrough Energy.

In this publication, content from well-known authors will be featured 

alongside submissions from unknown writers looking to share their ideas 

and theories. The magazine is published 4 times a year.

vIsIT WWW.GLOBALBEMMAGAZINE.COM TO subsCRIbE
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COLUMN

ILL FARES THE gLOBE….

I’m not particularly fond of prophecies – unless 

they tend to become reality.

The past decade we saw many visionaries, 

who claimed that the new millennium was the 

beginning of a new era.  back in 1999 people 

got quite nervous about it – and now, in 2013 we 

can try to establish the current state of affairs in 

hindsight.

For the average reader, major trends became 

clear: the dominant social-political solutions 

have not been able to solve the problems we 

face today. The social democratic project that 

created the welfare state after wwII in the 

modernity (some west European Countries) 

failed. Its guarantee for a life-worth-living for the 

masses proved to be rather unsustainable.  since 

the seventies, the neo-liberal project proclaimed 

free market as the end and the beginning of 

every human society. This project proclaimed 

the rational choice model as the standard 

human behavior in literally every corner of inter-

human relations. And it failed in its promise for 

humankind. money and capital do not trickle 

down, but simply concentrates in the hands of a 

lucky few. Thus ever increasing the gap between 

the rich and the poor and making the life of 

billions of people ever more precarious. The third 

solution: socialism combined with centralized 

economies, was hardly ever heard of, since the 

berlin wall was tore down in 1989. 

Project Europe is facing its self-created 

democratic deficit and is hardly surviving. The 

world government in its various forms such as 

united Nations, ImF and world bank developed 

as a play ground for the international elite – who 

every now and then apologizes for its wrong 

doings. For example; the ImF recently apologized 

for its destructive actions in the Greek tragedy.  

“Today, neither left nor right can find their 

footing” as the late Tony judt put it in his famous 

book Ill Fares the land – in 2010. we might well 

extend his observation to ‘ill fares the Globe’. 

Certainly as long as both bRIC countries and 

the underdeveloped countries seem to have the 

ambition to re-do all mistakes the modernity 

made.

It is altogether clear that we are longing for 

a new era, for new energy – both literally as 

metaphorically. And history shows that if enough 

people have that ambition – it will happen. 

A trained observer can already see, 

however, the shape of an upcoming, globally 

interconnected society: smaller scale 

government, increasingly better informed 

consumers and citizens, attempted redefining 

of labor and work, back to money and free 

markets as a means to serve society– not as a 

goal in itself, restraining the limitless desire for 

profit within the corporate world, repulse the 

inequalities in chances and income, re-establish 

cooperatives world wide.  

smaller scale, self-sufficient entities however, 

need not to exist in splendid isolation – the 

combination with internet and social media 

infrastructures will guarantee free access to 

information and expertise any time, any place.  

(If mr. President allows...)

Energy, environment and natural resources 

should not be a limiting factor for development 

in a better world – as we learn gradually how 

to use them. The least we can do is explore the 

possibilities: better understandings of nature and 

unknown resources of breakthrough energy are 

key issues in this journey. Full comprehension 

seems far away –but there is enough ground to 

cover.

Only then can we hope to answer the three basic 

questions in every ones life: ‘what can I know?’, 

‘what should I do?’ and ‘what may I hope for?’. 

For the answer to the first two questions: 

see also sterling Allan’s article ‘Awakening 

to breakthrough Free Energy Technologies 

Required’ on page 23.

The answer to the third question: I let you gladly 

decide for yourself – I suppose you will invent 

something ‘good’. whatever that may mean….

Pulse: welcome in this world!

Lex Ros – editor  lex@globalbemmagazine.com
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PLEASE TAkE A LOOk AT OUR 
MEDIA AffILLIATES:

MAgAZINES

Infinite energy www.infinite-energy.com
Tesla magazine www.teslainfo.org
Frontier magazine www.frontierworld.nl/frontiermagazine
Nexus magazine www.nexusmagazine.com
Tesla Tech www.teslatech.info/ttmagazine/tocframe.htm
NET journal www.borderlands.de/inet.jrnl

PODCASTS

Red ice creations www.redicecreations.com
Off planet radio www. offplanetradio.com
A better world www. abetterworld.tv
veritasradio www.veritasradio.com
The smartscarecrow show www. smartscarecrow.com

WEBSITES

borderlands Of science www.borderlands.de
New Energy movement www.newenergymovement.org
Tesla science foundation www.teslasciencefoundation.org
Revolution green www.revolution-green.com
Peswiki www.peswiki.com
breakthrough energy new forum www.forum.breakthroughenergynews.com
breakthrough energy news www.breakthroughenergynews.com
Thrive www.thrivemovement.com
Cold fusion now www.coldfusionnow.org
Evolver www.evolver.net
NEsT www.energynest.org
Panacea Tech www.panaceatech.org
Exemplar zero www.exemplarzero.org
NEw ENERGY TImEs www.news.newenergytimes.net
OvERuNITY www.overunity.com
Free energ 4 all www.free-energy4all.nl
Integrity research institute www.integrityresearchinstitute.org
Gaiam tv-Conscious media network www.gaiamtv.com/category/conscious-media-network
Orgoniseafrica www.orgoniseafrica.com
Pateo www.pateo.nl
vital 4 life foundation www.vital4lifefoundation.com
Information maschine www.information-machine.blogspot.nl
Ecat world www.e-catworld.com
breakthrough power www.breakthroughpower.net
david Gibbons www.davidgibbons.org
dvR Raumenergie www.dvr-raumenergie.de
blue star enterprise www.bluestarenterprise.com
Check the evidence www.checktheevidence.com/cms
Earth matters www.earth-matters.nl

ALSO WANT TO BE AN AFFILIATE? PLEASE CONTACT US AT INFO@gOBALBEM.COM
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www.GlObAlbEmmAGAZINE.COm

STAY INfORMED WITH 
PULSE MAGAZINE
Pulse magazine will publish articles related to the subject of 

Breakthrough Energy.

In this publication, content from well-known authors will be featured 

alongside submissions from unknown writers looking to share their ideas 

and theories. The magazine is published 4 times a year.

vIsIT WWW.GLOBALBEMMAGAZINE.COM TO subsCRIbE


